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1.0 Introduction

The Internet Engineering Task Force met at Bolt, Beranek and Newman (50 Moulton
Street, Cambridge Massachusetts) for the three days of April 22 through April 24, 1987.
The meeting was hosted by Bob Hinden.

The second day and the morning of the third day were devoted to a joint meeting with
the ANSI X3S3.3 Network and Transport Layer standards group. Lyman Chapin (Data
General, X3S3.3 Chair) was instrumental in coordinating the agenda for the joint
portions of the meeting.

Bob Stine (MITRE) is gratefully acknowledged for his assistance in producing the
meeting notes in Section 4. Various working group Chairs contributed to the reports in
Section 5. Individual contributions are noted there.



2.0 Attendees

2.1 IETF A_Cfil|ates (47)

Name Organization

Bosack, Len
Boule, Rich
Braden, Bob
Braun, Hans-Werner
Brescia, Mike
Brim, Scott
Callon, Ross
Chao, John
Coltun, Rob
Corrigan, Mike
Fedor, Mark
Feinler, E. (Jake)
Garcia-Luna, Jose
Gross, Phill
Hastings, Gene
Hedrick, Charles
Heker, Sergio
Hinden, Robert
Jacobsen, Ole
Jacobson, Van
Karels, Mike
Kingston, Doug
LaBarre, Lee
Lazear, Walt
Lottor, Mark
Love, Paul
Mallory, Tracy
Mamakos~ Louis
Mantiply, Stan
McCloghrie, Keith
Medin, Milo
Mockapetris, Paul
Morris, Donald
Moy, John
Nakassis, Tassos
Partridge, Craig
Perkins, Drew
Perry, Michael
Reilly, Brendan
Rodriguez, Jose
Schoffstall, Martin
Stahl, Mary

Cisco Systems
Proteon
ISI
Univ of Michigan
BBNCC
Cornell Univ
BBN
BBNCC
MITRE
DoD
Cornel Univ
SRI (NIC)
SRI
MITRE
PSC
Rutgers Univ
JVNCC
BBN
ACE
LBL
UC-Berkeley
BRL
MITRE
MITRE

(NIC)
San Diego Supercmp
BBNCC
Univ of MD
Ungermann Bass
ACC
NASA/Ames
ISI
NCAR
Proteon
NBS
BBN Labs
CMU
U of MD
NSF
Unysis
RPI
SRI (NIC)

Email Address

bosack~hplabs.hp.com
rfb~proteon.com
braden~isi.edu
hwb@mcr.umich.edu
brescia~bbn.com
swb @devvax.tn.corn ell.edu
rcallon~suran.bbn.com
jchao@bbn.com
rcoltun@gateway.mitre.org
corrigan~ddn3.arp a
fedor@devvax.tn.cornell.edu
feinler@sri-nic.arp a
garcia@istc.sri.com
gross@gateway.mitre.org
hastin gs@morgul.p sc.e du
hedrick@rutgers.edu
heker@jvnc.csc,org
hinden@bbn.com
ole@sri-nic.arpa
van@lbl-csam.arpa
karels@berkeley.edu
dpk@brl.arpa
cel@mit, re-bedford.arp a
lazear@gateway.mitre.org
mkl@sri-nic.arpa
loveep @sdsc-sds.arp a
tmallory@bbn
louie~trantor.umd.edu
mantiply%engr.ub.com@relay.cs.net
kzm@acc-sb-unix.arpa
Medin@orion.arpa
pvm@isi.edu
morris@scdswlt.ucar.edu
jmoy@proteon.com
nakassis@icst-ecf.arp a
craig@sh.cs.net
ddp@andrew.cmu.edu
p etry@trantor.umd.edu
reilly@note.nsf.gov
jrodrig@edn-vax.arp a
schoff@csv.rpi,.edu
STAHL@SRI-NIC.ARPA



Stine, Robert
St Johns, Mike
Su, Zaw-Sing
Tasman, Mitch
Tontonoz, James
Topolcic, Claudio
Zhang, Lixia

MITRE
DCA(B612)
SRI
BBNCC
DCA/DCEC
BBN Labs
MIT

stine~gateway.mitre.org
stj ohn s~sri-ni c.arp a
zsu@istc.sriocom
mtasman~bbncct.arpa
ton ton oz~edn-unix, arp a
topolcic@bbn.com
lixia~xx.lcs.mit.edu

2.2 :X:3S3.3 Affiliates (31)

Name Organization

Carneal, Bruce
Chapin, Lyman
Chiu, Da-Ming
DiCecco, Steve
Greenwood, Jerry
Gruchersky, Steven
Guyer, Kay
Hemrick, Chris
Hagens, Rob
Hall, Nancy
Ilnicki, Ski
Jain, Raj
Katz, Dave
Kelly, Dave
LaBarre, Lee
Langdon, Steve
Lemon, John
Merala, Mark
Mills, Kevin
Montgomery, Doug
Nakassis, Tassos
Obert, Carl
Oran, David
Piscitello, David
Ramakrishnan, K.
Reddy, Nelluri
Stern, Ed
Su, Zaw-Sing
Taylor, Ed
Trinchieri, Mario
Tsuchiya, Paul

Mentat
Data General
DEC
Codek
Data General
Unisys
Mentat
Bellcore
U of Wisconsin
U of Wisconsin
Hewletb-Packard
DEC
U of Michican
U.S. Navy
MITRE
Amdahl
Tandem Computers
Tandem Computers
NBS
NBS

NCR
DEC
Unisys
DEC
CDC
Foxboro
SRI
IBM
Honeywell Bull
MITRE

Email Address

! ihnp4! mentat! blc
ehapin@a.isi.edu
chiu%erlang.dec@decwrl.dec.com

! ihnp4! mentat! kay
cfh@sabre.bellcore.com
hagens@rsch.wisc.edu
n hall@rsch.wi sc.ed u

j ain@marlboro.dec.com
dave_katz@um.cc.umich.edu

cel~mitre-bedford.arp a
sjl@amdahl.amdahl.com

mills@i cst-osi, arp a
dougm@i cst-osi o arp a
n aka~sis ~i cst-ecf, arp a

oran%oran.dec@decwrl.dec.com
piscitello~a.isi.edu
rama%erlang.dee@decwrl.dec.com

zsu@sri-ucl.arpa

trinchieri.hdsa@kis_phoenix_multics.arpa
tsuchiya@gateway.mitre.org



Name Organization Email Address

Abram, Len
Atlas, Stephen
Caloccia, William
Davin, Chuck
Greifner, Michael
Kaufman, David
Kullberg, Alan
Little, Mike
Park, Philippe
Westcott, Jill

BBNCC
BBNCC
BBNCC
Proteon
DCA
Proteon
BBNCC
M/A-COM
BBN Labs
BBN

labram@bbn.com
satlas~bbn.com
caloccia@bbn.com
jrd~proteon.com
Greifner~edn-vax
dek~proteon.com
akullberg@bbn.com
little@macom2.arp a
ppark~bbn.com
westcott~bbn.com



3.0 Final ~genda

Wednesday, April 22

Morning

- Welcome, Task Force Reorganization
- Enhanced AHIP
- BBN Report
- Progress Report on

- Congestion Control Simulation
- Arpanet Performance Measurement

- TCP Performance Enhancement

Gross (MITRE)
StJohns (DDN)
Hinden/Gardner (BBN)

Stine (MITRE)
Gross (MITRE)
Jacobson (LBL)

Afternoon

- Gateway ~Monitoring
- Management Architecture
- Internet Problem Descriptions

Partridge (BBN)
LaBarre (MITRE)
Groups

Thursday, April 23

Joint X3S3.3/IETF Meeting on Gateways and Routing

Morning

- Welcome
- IETF status/overview
- FCCSET report
- ANSI/ISO status/overview
- ANSI routing architecture
- NSF gateway requirements
- Routing Directions at SRI
- NBS Routing Proposal

Chap in/Gross
Gross (MITRE)
Gross (MITRE)
Chapin (Data General)
Tsuchiya (MITRE)
Braden (ISI)
Su and Garcia (SRI)
K. Mills (NBS)

Afternoon

- Burroughs Integrated Adaptive Routing
- DECnet Phase V Routing
- Discussion & questions "

Piscitello (Unisys)
Oran (DEC)



Friday, April 24

Joint X3S3.3/IETF Meeting on Gateways and Routing (Con’t)

Morning

- SPF Routing in the Butterfly Gateways
- Other Advanced Routing Work at BBN
- Congestion Avoidance
- Adjourn Joint Session

Mallory (BBN)
Gardner (BBN)
Jain, et. al. (:DEC)

Afternoon

- Parallel IETF Working Groups

- EGP2 RFC (Perry)
- Name Domain Planning (Kingston)
- Performance and Congestion Control (Stine)
- Gateway Monitoring (Partridge)
- NSF Routing (Hedrick)
- Misc. Issues (StJohns)



4.0 Meeting Notes

4.1 Wednesday, April 22

4.1.1 ~AHIP Enhancements: Mike St Johns (DCA-DDN)

Mike St Johns presented a report on the coming enhancements for AHIP. The new
AHIP will allow growth in the subnet. In addition, it will provide logical addressing
functionality, and subnet congestion feedback. It is also expected that type of service
(TOS) routing will be provided; the interface specification for TOS routing is under
development. The enhanced AHIP will replace 1822L.

4.1.2 BBN report: Bob Hinden, Marianne Gardner (BBN)

Bob Hinden and Marianne Gardner reported on current status in the Internet and
the ARPANET. Hinden noted that the Internet has been growing rapidly: from 160 nets
in January, the Internet grew to 211 nets in April. Accompanying; the growth, there has
been evidence of EGP fluctuations(????).

On BBN’s current gateway work on the core gateways, Hinden reported that
implementing IP reassembly should be completed by mid-June. Other progress in the
core system is that Butterflies gateways have been installed a~~ "mail bridges"--the
gateways between the ARPANET and the MILNET.

Marianne Gardner reported on ARPANET performance, especially the high network
delays seen in late 1986. Gardner reported that "the performance crisis has passed." A
source of the problem was .unstable routes in the ARPANET. The thrashing was due
primarily to inadequate cross-country trunking, which led to congestion, resulting in
high delays, which in turn caused route recomputation.

4.1.3 Congestion Control Simulation: Robert Stine (MITRE)

to be supplied

4.1.4 Arpanet Performance Measurements: Phill Gross (MITRE)

to be supplied

4.1.5 TCP Enhancements: Van Jacobson

Van Jacobson proposed two improvements to TCP implementations which would
improve Internet performance. He also discussed the manner in which TCP traffic tends
to organize itself in a way that is detrimental to performance.



4.1.5.1 Slow Start Algorithm. Jacobson noted a problem that can occur during
bulk data transfers, when large windows are used. In this situation, Jacobson reported
that he has observed TCP performing in a stable, highly inefficient fashion, as follows:

1. The sending TCP transmits a large window of data, and then quiesees while
awaiting acknowledgements.

2. One or more packets from the interior of the window are dropped.

.
The segments corresponding to the dropped packets time out, and another
blast is transmitted.

The above behavior is inefficient for two reasons: TCP is quiescent for long periods, and
most segments are transmitted several times.

Jacobson reasoned that TCP would avoid the above blast, wait, and retransmit
scenario, if it could only start out operating right. To achieve this~ he proposed the use
of a "slow start" algorithm for TCP.

The slow start algorithm works by having TCP implementations open their initial
send windows gradually, as acknowledgements are received. At the beginning of a
connection, a TCP would transmit a single segment Max Segment Size (MSS). Upon
receipt of each ack, the send window will be opened by another MSS, up until it is fully
opened. Jacobson maintained that utilized window size will actually increase
logarithmically over time, since queuing delays in the Internet will tend to clump the
acks.

Jacobson reported that when using send windows of 16kb, the slow start algorithm
improved throughput by 30~o, and reduced retransmissions by a factor of 8. With 4Kb
windows, retransmissions were reduced by a factor of 3.

4.1.5.2 Estimating RTT. Another TCP enhancement proposed by Jacobson is
the use of Box-Jenkings autoregressive techniques for predicting the roundtrip time
(RTT) of TCP segments. The Box-Jenkins models use previous observations, and
sometimes previous predictions, for estimation. For example, the autoregressive model of
order 2 (AR(2)) uses two previous observations to predict the next observation:

The weights given to the previous observations and the constant term ~ can be
estimated (e.g., by a least squares fit), based on the history of previous observations.
These estimations can be performed recursively: a new estimate is a function of the most
recent observation and the last estimate.
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4.1.5.3 Traffic eharaeterlsties. After presenting ]his proposed TGP
enhancements, Jacobson discussed some interesting Internet traffic characteristics that
result from the bandwidth mismatch between LANs and the ARPANET. One of these is
that observed RTT exhibits sharp increases and gradual declines. (note: another factor
here is that few packets are dropped by the ARPANET. Apparently, however, there is
an occasional suspension of some sort of service within the system. Acks pile up in
queues during these blockages. When the blockage ends, the queues are emptied in a
nearly deterministic fashion, so that acks arrive at their destination hot on each other’s
heels. But, several acks arriving simultaneously at a host will result in the perception
that RTT declines at the interval between segment transmissions. For example, if
segments are transmitted at times 0, 3, 6, and 9, and their acks arrive at time 20, 21, 22,
and 23~ then the observed RTT values will be 20, 18, 16, and 14).

Acks also tend to be bunched. An effect of this is that random traffic on the
Internet tends to organize itself in a destructive way: TCP connections will begin to
transmit in unison. This increases the probability of exceeding a gateway’s resources.
One way that gateway’s may defend themselves from this behavior is to reintroduce
randomness in traffic. Fair queuing is a means to accomplish this.

4.1.6 Gateway Monitoring: Craig Partridge (BBN)

Craig Partridge described the status of his work on a High-level Entity Monitoring
Program (HEMP).

In the HEMP system, queries will be in AS1 format. A design, goal is to keep query
processing as simple as possible.

HEMP is at the Applications level. A remaining issue in the HEMP design is the
selection of a transport protocol. Since HEMP may require exchanges of high volumes of
data, its transport protocol must be reliable. Hence, UDP is unsuitable. TCP, however,
imposes a high overhead. HMP and RI)P were discussed as candidate transport
protocols.

Another issue in the design of HEMP is the use of traps for monitoring network.
entities. Ill-conceived use of traps could degrade performance of network entities, and
also generate copious data. There was also discussion on the need to predefine a set of
traps for use by HEMP.

4.1.7 Management Arch|tecture: Lee LaBarre (1VIITP~E)

Lee LaBarre reported on the activities of the newly formed IAB System Working
Group. As a basis for developing system management concepts, LaBarre offered a
strawman management architecture, in which the standard protocol stack is overlayed
with a corresponding management stack. This approach is similar to the ISO
management framework.

11



The immediate tasks that LaBarre has defined for his working group are:

1. Define a system management framework.

2. Define the scope of system management.

3. Specify the management information that the system will collect.

4. Specify a management protocol.

LaBarre said that his group will attempt to form liaisons with. other groups, such as
Partridge’s, working on network management problems. LaBarre’s group plans to hold
monthly meetings for the next 6 to 12 months.

4.2 Thursday, April 23

4,2.1 Welcome: Chapin/Gross

4.2.2 IETF Overview and FCCSET Report: Phill Gross (MITRE)

to be supplied

4.2.3 A.NSI/ISO Overviewt Lyman Chapin (Data General)

Chapin described the process of developing standards. He also briefed the relations
of the various standards bodies. In addition, he presented a bibliography of pertinent
network protocol standards.

4.2.4 Routing Architecturet Paul Tsuchiya (MITRE)

Paul Tsuchiya reported the status of an internet routing architecture under
development by 3(3.$3.3. He described several categories for classifying groups of
Intermediate Systems (IS’s, a.k.a "gateways"). (??? and ES’s???) "Domains" are groups 
IS’s that use a common routing algorithm. If domains use hierarchical routing, then they
are divided into clusters. The hierarchy is of addressing authorities~ and does not entail
the use of separate, syntactically distinct components in an address that correspond to
each authority level.

Another routing concept included in the routing architecture is "dominions," which
are autonomous system of IS’s. A "common dominion" is a set of’ dominions that have
agreed-upon routing procedures.
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4.2.5 Gateway Requirements: Bob Braden (ISI)

to be supplied

4.2.6 Routing Directions at SRI: Zaw-Sing Su, Jose Garcla-Luna (SRI)

Zaw-Sing Su and Jose Gareia-Luna described a routing algorithm that they are
developing at SRI. Su began by presenting the motivation for their research.

The two major classes of routing algorithms for long-haul nets or internets are the
Bellman-Ford and the Dijkstra algorithms. Bellman-Ford algorithms (a.k.a. distance
vector algorithms) share too little information. They are notoriously susceptible to the
"count to infinity" when routers go down. The Dijkstra algorithm (a.k.a. link state,
SPF) requires tight coupling, since each router must maintain a database of the status of
all links in the system. This could result in touters maintaining and exchanging a large
amount of information that they never use, and could entail problems for very large,
heterogeneous networks.

SRI’s goal for its routing algorithm is to find a middle grou, nd, which avoids the
count to infinity but only requires lose coupling. Su characterized the algorithm as a
"nonhierarchicai area scheme."

The algorithm itself was described by Jose Garcia-Luna. He noted that it is similar
to the split horizon concept.

4.2.7 NBS Routing Proposal: Kevin Mills (NBS)

to be supplied

4.2.8 Burrough’s Integrated Adaptive Routing: David Piscite~lo (Unisys)

to be supplied

4.2.9 DECnet Phase V Routing: David Oran (DEC)

to be supplied

4.3 Friday~ April 24

4.3.1 ,SPF Routing in the Butterfly Gateways: Tracy Mallory (BBN)
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Tracy Mallory described BBN’s implementation of Dijkstra’s SPF routing algorithm
as an Interior Gateway Protocol of the core Butterfly gateways. SPF is a link state
protocol: each router maintains a database of all links in the system. As implemented in
the Butterflies, each link is assigned a fixed cost.

Between gateways on an internet, a "link" consists of a path through a single
network. The existence of a link is determined by neighbor up/down protocol similar to
the Neighbor Reachability protocol of EGP. Gateways on the ends of a link engage in a
master/slave exchange of "Hello" "I Hear You" messages. Sequence numbers are used to
enhance reliability.

When core Butterflies gateways establish links, they exchange ][ink state data bases.
As members of the system, each core Butterfly "floods" link state updates upon detection
in a topological change, or every 8 minutes.

4.3.2 Other Advanced Routing Work at BBN: Marianne Gardner (BBN)

to be supplied

4.3.3 Congestion Avoidance: Raj ,lain

Raj Jain, K. Ramakrishnan, and Da-Ming Chiu described DEC’s approach to
congestion avoidance for use by hosts and touters in a connectionless network or internet
in which the transport protocol uses windowing for flow control.

As an introduction, several issues concerning congestion were presented.
Congestion was defined as a network state in which delay increases at a high rate as
throughput drops to zero. It was explained that over-engineering is not necessarily a
solution to the congestion problem. For example, if very fast switches are used
throughout the network, aggregate tr~affic from several switches could overwhelm the
resources of a single switch.

It was maintained that current congestion control algorithms focus on recovery from
congestive collapse. The DEC scheme, however, attempts to avoid congestion. It could
be used in conjunction with congestion recovery procedures.

As a measurement for congestion, the DEC scheme introduces the application of
system power to communications systems; this is defined as average throughput divided
by average delay. Congestion can be avoided and throughput maximized if the system is
operated at maximum power. This maximum corresponds to the critical "knee" in the
relation between delay and system load, in which additional load results in sharp
increases in delay.

The high-level goals of DEC’s congestion avoidance scheme are:

14



Efficient operation: a high ratio of throughput to delay should be achieved at
low overhead.

2. Fairness: users on the same path should experience the same throughput.

3. Responsiveness: as system capacity changes, the offered load should respond.

4. Convergence: as a control system, the congestion avoidance scheme should
result in stable, optimal loads.

5. Robustness.

6. Distributed operation.

7. Maximum information entropy: each congestion control message should contain
as much information as possible.

8. Simplicity.

In a nutshell, DEC’s congestion avoidance scheme operates as follows: each packet
in the network has a single bit to indicate congestion status. Network touters set this
"cc bit" if their average queue lengths exceed some threshold, ttosts will adjust their
receive windows according to the number of packets they receive that have the cc bit set.
If a critical density of packets have that bit set, then the receive window will be
narrowed. On the other hand, if arrivals of packets with the cc bit set are sparse, then
the receive windows will be opened.

The computation of average queue length by the routers is only performed when the
system is busy. As for deciding whether a queue length indicates congestion, there are
two design alternatives: either a simple threshold may be used, or hysteresis can be
induced (i.e., a higher threshold would be used to initiate setting the cc bit than would
be used to cease setting it). It was reported that simulations showed power to be
maximized with no hysteresis, and an threshold of average queue length at 1.

In the DEC scheme, there were several design alternatives for the window
adjustment algorithm. A problem with strictly additive increases and decreases in
window size was reported: new users never get a share of the network’s bandwidth. The
only fair approach found for window management was to use additive increases, and
multiplicative decreases for window adjustment. It was reported that simulations show
that system oscillation is minimized if windows are increased by 1 segment and decreased
by a factor of 0.875.

4.3.4 Working Groups

DEC’s congestion control presentation concluded the morning’s session and the
joint meeting of the IETF and X3S3.3. The final afternoon was devoted to working
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group meetings, l~eports from these meetings are given in the next section.
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5.{} v~rorking Group Reports

On the final afternoon of the IETF meeting, Friday April 24th, the following groups met:

Group Convened by:

- Name Domain Planning
- Miscellaneous MilSup Issues
- EGP Enhancements
- Management/Monitoring
- Short-Term Routing
- Performance and Congestion Control

Doug Kingston (BRL)
Mike StJohns (DDN PMO)
Mike Perry (UMd)
Craig Partridge (BBN)
Charles Hedrick (Rutgers)
Bob Stine (MITRE)

This section reproduces the combined report from these working group meetings
(previously distributed by electronic mail).

5.1 Name Domain Planning

Convened by Doug Kingston (BRL)
Reported by Doug Kingston (BRL) and Mary Stahl (NIC}

Participants:
Paul Mockapetris (ISI),
Mark Lottor (NIC),
Doug Kingston (BRL),
Louis Mamakos (UMD),
Steve Dyer~
Rob Austein (IV[IT),
Jake Feinler (NIG),
Mary Stahl (NIC)

1) The charter of this Working Group is to look into the problems and concerns of the
military community about using the domain system~ with the goal of producing a
MILNET nameserver white paper.

There are two basic issues to be discussed. One, what changes need to be made in host
software in order two work well in a nameserver based environment where information is
not always available (nameserver timeouts). The second issue is integrity in the
nameserver data. This is of importance to all of us, and we need to determine what rules
need to be followed to prevent spoofing or nameserver pollution.

A white paper would serve as a transition strawman plan for MILNET hosts by

17



presenting recommendations to the appropriate organizations (eg, OSD, PSSG, DCA) for
ap p roval/resp on se.

2) Coordinated with this in the short-term, work is in progress on 3 proposed RFCs:

o Domain Admin. Guide (ie, how to set up master file) - Mary Stahl and
Mark Lottor (NIC)

o System Admin. Guide (ie, how to sign up) - Mary Stahl and Mark Lottor
o Root document to tie above together, point to sample implementations

and possibly give dates - Walt Lazear (MITRE)

and updates to the Domain RFC’s with current and planned changes.

The three new documents will be coordinated with DDN and MITRE as part of a Milnet
Domain Transition Plan. The RFG authors may meet in late May to discuss progress.
When complete~ these proposed RFGs will be put online in SRI-NIG:~IETF~ to get
feedback from IETF members.

3) Name string discussion: any string should be allowed in a name, but we should
probably warn domain administrators that names used for receipt of mail may require all
names to begin with an alpha character. This has been discussed on the
bind/namedroppers mailing lists as well. There is agreement in our group that there is
no reason for the nameserver specification to preclude using numbers or any other ascii
character in a domain name (except perhaps for NULL(0), for a string terminator)since
the nameserver was designed to be a general facility. As for bind, anything is useable
except for NULL. The key to this issue is that the domain/nameserver specification is
only one of many that govern domain/hostnames. The assumption we make is that your
choice of domain name for a given entity is governed by the intersection of the
limitations-imposed by the RFGs you may operate under. This :probably allows things
such as hostname vax.3com.com but precludes hostname 3tom.com. If they are willing to
abide by this, fine. Practicality may dictate otherwise.

4) Other miscellaneous changes to domain server software, such as negative caching was
discussed. Discussion will continue online.

5) Motivated by a paper by Louis Mamokos, a strawman proposal was developed for 
"Responsible Person" record in name servers. We should have something firm by the
next meeting for others to comment on.

6) We need to consider adding another root server on ARPANET on East coast. If we
do so~ it might make sense to do so at BBN where it could be dual homed near
ARPANET and M]LNET. Suggestions are welcome. The need is not critical if the
network stays healthy.

7) There needs to be an education process for DCA. Folks like the Arpanet and M]lnet
Managers might profit attending some of the Domain meetings and participating in the
related discussions. Alternatively~ tutorial sessions could be conducted at the PMO.

18



5.2 Miscellaneous MilSup Issues

Convened and Reported by Mike St Johns (DDN PMO)

A working group met to consider the ideas documented in a draft RFC which
considered several ideas to augment the functionality of the Internet. The draft for
this document is in the IETF archive on SRI-NIC.

The first part of the RFC deals with augmenting RFC822 (mail formats) to handle
precedence and security within the mail system. General consensus was that the
precedence stuff was useful, but needs more work and that the security marking stuff
was useful only in a military environment.

Second part of the RFC deals with assigning default types ~f service to specific
protocols. This part will be broken out as a separate RFC and expanded to include
more protocols. There was some disagreement about what "reliability" meant in the
TOS context and I’ll be making some changes in the text to reflect the comments.

The third part of the RFC deals with several TCP and IP Options. The general
consensus was ~Why bother?". I’m going to issue these for comment anyway as their own
RFC and see what flak I get.

5.3 EGP Enhancements

Convened and Reported by Mike Petry (UMd)

Participants:

Scott Brim~ Cornell Univ
Marianne Gardner, BBNCC
Mike Karels, UCB
Tracy Mallory, BBNCC
John Moy, Proteon
Mike Petry, Univ of MD
Jose M Rodriguez, Unisys
Mike St. Johns, DCA

The charter of this Working Group is to review and make necessary changes to a draft
EGP2 RFC document produced by Mike St Johns and Jose Rodriguez. The text for this
draft RFC is in the IETF archive on SRI-NIC. Most of the changes involved
clarifications and suggested implementation algorithms prompted by an extensive set of
comments by Marianne Gardner. These included:
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- Transit Autonomous System must be defined. This is needed in order to require that
all transit Autonomous Systems must implement EGP (RFCg04) and EGP2.

- A required change must be made to RFCg04. The change is to return an error on a
EGP version mismatch. The new code~ 6 shall be defined as EGP version level mismatch.
This is required for future levels of EGP to perform version negotiation. This change
should be done now.

- At neighbor aquisition, the starting sequence number will be sent back in the
response. This avoids treating the zero sequence number as a special case.

- More detail on the concept of the sequenced routing database must be added.
Clarification is needed on how to age the data and estimates for TTL values and how
TTL should propogate to other neighbors.

- Unsolicited requests will only be generated for the following reasons; gateway
up/down, gateway change. A change of metric is NOT grounds for an unsolicited
update.

Issues of controversy that were unresolved are:

- How/When to generate unsolicited updates?
- Does HELLO still serve a useful purpose?
- Are the draft metrics complete/useful?

1~.4 Management/Monltorlng

Convened and Reported by Craig Partridge (BBN)

The charter of the Management/Monitoring Working Group is to develop a
framework and protocols for managing and monitoring Intcrnct components. The initial
focus is the current draft documents for the High-Level Entity Monitoring System
(HEMS) by Craig Partridge (BBN) and Glenn Wrewitt (Stanford). These documents 
based on technical discussions in both the IETF and NSF groups prior to the formal
establishment of IETF working groups. During the April 24, 1987 meeting, coordination
with the new Network Management effort being set up by Lee LeBarre (Mitre) was also
discussed.

Regarding HEMS~ the group discussed transport protocol issues° A list of issues and
possible solutions was developed and was sent to the GWMON mailing-list shortly
afterwards for comment. Several people expressed interest in using HEMS to monitor
LAN bridges, which may be possible (HEMS only requires a reliable link between an
application and an entity being monitored). Marry Schoffstall expressed concern about
whether HEMS was on a timetable consistent with NSFNET~s immediate needs.
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Lee LeBarre talked a little bit about his view about approaches to network
management, and there was a short discussion about how Lee’s group might interact with
the existing IETF working group. It was observed that Lee was talking about a working
schedule requiring meetings every few weeks, which was more often than most Internet
researchers are willing or able to meet on a regular basis. It was urged that Lee’s group
arrange quarterly meetings in conjunction with the IETF meetings.

5.5 Short-Term Routing

Convened and Reported by Charles Hedrick (Rutgers)

Participants:

Bob Braden, USC-ISI
Hans-Werner Braun, Univ of Mich
Mark Fedor, Cornell Univ
Jose Garcia-Luna, SRI
Gene Hastings, PSC
Sergio Heker, JVNC
Charles Hedrick, Rutgers Univ
David Kaufman, Proteon
Paul Love, San Diego Superc.
Stan Mantiply, Ungermann-Bass
Don Morris, NCAR
Jeffrey Schiller, MIT
Zaw-Sing Su, SRI
Lixia Zhang, MIT-LCS

The charter of this group is to address short-term routing issues, particularly problems
that have shown up on the NSFnet backbone and the regionals, but not restricted to
these. Note the term short-term. There will be a separate Working Group charged to deal
with routing technology. This Working Group presumes that the routing technology
Working Group will do its job, and routing technology will be developed that can deal
with the full complexity of the Internet. However it also presumes that any major change
in routing technology will take at least a year to implement. This Working Group was
charged with looking into how we survive that year. The intent is that any suggestions
this group makes should be implementable almost immediately, probably within weeks
for gated, and within months in commercial implementations.

The existing routing structure involves several national backbones (Arpanet, Milnet, and
the NSFnet backbone), regionals (e.g. JvNC and NYsernet), and campus or other
institutional networks. Currently, the backbones use their own private routing
technology (Arpanet .and 1YIllnet) or Hello (NSFnet). Regionals and campuses seem to 
using mostly RIP, though there are other strategies as well. The interfaces between
Arpanet/Milnet and other networks use EGP. The interfaces between Hello-speaking
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backbones and other networks seems to use Mark Fedor’s gated program. Gated
translates metrics, at least between Hello and RIP. Thus the 16-hop maximum in RIP
applies to the entire set of connected gateways, not just the individual regional or
campus network.

Here are the major problems presented by this structure:

- the RIP maximum of 16 is being exceeded. Networks are inaccessible because of this.

- there seem to be large unexplained changes in metrics of some networks. Metric
changes are happening more often than one would expect.

- a single user making a mistake can cause bad routing information to propagate
through substantial portions of the network. This is not confined to NSFnet and the
regionals. Rutgers was recently unable to reach Milnet because one Milnet host started
sending inappropriate RIP packets to the Rutgers Arpanet gateway.

Several different approaches were discussed in the meeting:

- increased compartmentalization of routing. The word "firebreak" was used a
This could take the form of an arms-length protocol such as EGP at boundaries between
local networks and regionals or regionals and backbones. Administrative controls on
which routing information can pass a boundary are also possible.

- information hiding. Another word that was used a lot was "autonomous system".
Many speakers made a convincing case that the details of campus routing should not be
visible outside the campus, and that metric information for distant networks might not
be needed. Various ideas were tossed around, but the only concrete proposals for how to
implement this involved playing games with metrics at AS boundaries. (See detailed
proposals below.)

- metric changes in RIP. There was strong support for relaxing the upper bound of 16
in RIP. There was some support for changing the RIP metric in other ways.

- algorithmic improvements. Although there was little discussion about this, there
seemed to be general agreement that all implementations of RIP (and Hello?) should agree
on such features as split horizon and hold-downs, and should use the same constants for
timeouts and hold-downs.

The use of EGP was discussed several times during the meeting. EGP is intended to
provide isolation among autonomous systems. Thus it seemed reasonable to think of
using EGP to provide the necessary isolation, and to avoid having single RIP systems
large enough that they exceed the 16-hop maximum. The problem with this is that EGP
is really just a communications protocol. If the Internet is broken up into pieces that
communicate via EGP, routing technology will be needed to route among those pieces,
and to determine the routes and metrics to be communicated to the pieces via EGP.
EGP alone will not provide that technology. Creating this technology appears to be
beyond the scale of change that can be considered by this group. Several references were
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made to the Autonomous Confederations RFC. The approach taken by that RFC is
quite compatible with what was being discussed in the meeting. Unfortunately, the RFC
describes only the format for communicating routes, not an actual routing technology.
So again, it does not specify a solution usable in this timeframe.

The only real product of the meeting was a set of changes to be made to RIP and gated.
There was considerable question expressed at the meeting as to how useful such changes
would be. Gateway vendors may find the overhead of making any change at all large
enough that it is nearly as hard to do these short-term fixes as to implement major new
technology. If that is true, then short-term fixes may not be very attractive. Many of
these changes can be introduced without causing any incompatibility with existing
implementations of RIP. The most controversial suggestion is the one for changing the
metric. Anyway, here are the suggestions made at the meeting:

Suggestions that would not introduce incompatibilities .into RIP:

- administrative tools should be added to allow metrics to be hacked when they cross AS
boundaries. E.g. a regional might want to treat all routes obtained from the NSFnet
backbone as metric 5, so that by the time they propagate to the far end of the regional,
they do not exceed the limit of 16. Ideally it should be possible to exert controls on
metrics both coming into and going out of an AS, and it should be possible to control the
metrics of individual routes. That is, it should be possible for MIT to say that the AI
Lab is to be advertised to NSFnet with a metric of 1, Proteon with a metric of 3, and no
other networks are to be advertised. This is not quite a fixed route. Should AI or
Proteon be inaccessible, it would not be advertised. However if it is accessible, the
metric would be replaced with 1 or 3 respectively.

- timeouts, holddowns, and other algorithms should be specified~, and constants agreed
upon on a network-wide basis. No details were given. I presume t:hat the draft RIP RFC
that will be circulated shortly is what is intended here.

- administrative controls such as those currently implemented in gated should be
considered. Gated allows the administrator to specify per interface and per protocol (i.e.
RIP, EGP, or Hello) a list of networks for which routin$ information will be either
accepted or excluded. If a list of networks to be accepted is speci[fied, then information
on all other networks will be ignored. Gated also allows the administrator to specify a
list of acceptable peers. Routing information from other gateways will be ignored.

Changes to the RIP metric. The following changes would effectively create a new routing
protocol~ since it would be dangerous to allow new implementations to talk to old ones.
This means that implementations that follow these suggestions should use a different
UDP port from the old RIP.

- infinity should be increased from 16 to something that allows the entire 32-bit field to
be used. It is suggested that a metric be used that is compatible with Hello’s, so that
conversion into and, out of the NSFnet backbone is not needed. This means that the
metric should nominally represent milliseconds of delay. Probably we should follow
gated’s lead in suggesting a default increment of 100 for each link.. As long as link costs



are set by the system administrator, the semantics of the metric are really not determined
by the protocol. That is, the only real change here is removing the maximum of 16.
Whether the metric is changed to present a delay is strictly up to the network
administrators.

- it should be possible to set the cost to be used for a given link. The intent is to allow
a metric that distinguishes between faster and slower links. Note that we are suggesting
only static settings. We do not believe RIP in its current form is capable of supporting
real-time delay measurements, etc.

- the algorithms used should otherwise be the same as normal RIP. We assume that any
implementation that follows these guidelines will be prepared to accept both the old and
new RIP, on different ports. Common code should be used. The on][y difference would be
that the value of infinity would be different for conversations on the two ports.
Gateways at the boundary of an AS may find themselves speaking old RIP in one
direction and new RIP in the other direction. They will need to use the ability to set
metrics, described in the previous section. (One might also allow the Sstem
administrator to define a conversion factor to be applied to metrics going between old
RIP and new RIP. The recommended conversion factor is~100.)

Gated should implement the suggestions in the first group as soon as possible, and
vendors should do so as soon as practical. In particular, the ability to turn all metrics
into a specified constant may be needed to allow existing routing structure to survive the
addition of Suranet, because the diameter of Suranet is expected to be large.

Extended followup discussion has ensued online and a proposed RFC on RIP has been
distributed.

5.6 Performance and Congestion Control

Convened and Reported by Bob Stine (MITRE)

Participants:

Bosack, Len, Cisco Systems
Callon, Ross, BBN
Chiu, Da-Ming, DEC
Coltun, Rob, MITRE
Gross, Phill, MITRE
Jacobson, Van, LBL
Jain, Raj, DEC
Ramakrishnan, K., DEC
Stine, Robert, MITRE
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The major goal of the Working Group is to produce a white paper on congestion
control techniques, which will

- Enumerate and evaluate various congestion control schemes
that have been proposed for the Internet, and

- Suggest techniques that could be employed by hosts and
gateways to control or avoid congestion.

The major topics discussed during the meeting were:

1. DEC’s congestion control scheme.

2. The employment of Van Jacobson’s TCP "slow start" algorithm.

3. The use of Box-Jenkins time series analysis for improved RTT estimation.

4. Modifications to gateway software for reducing congestion.

5. Several longer-range or more esoteric techniques for controlling or avoiding
congestion.

This summary presents the discussions on the above issues topically, rather than in the
strict chronological order in which they occurred.

DEC’s Congestion Avoidance Procedure

The DEC scheme, developed by Raj Jain, is characterized as a congestion avoidance
scheme. The features of this scheme were presented in detail to a plenary session of the
IETF and the ISO X3S3.3 group earlier that day. The technique is intended for use in
communications systems which have datagram service at layer 3, and which use
windowing for flow control at layer 4. It employs a feed-forward mechanism: if a packet
traverses a highly loaded Intermediate System (IS)., then a bit is set in packet. If the End
System (ES) receives a high enough rate of incoming packets with the congestion big seg~
then the receiving window is narrowed.

The DEC scheme has several appealing characteristics. Among these are that it
requires very low overhead, since the window size info must be transmitted, whether or
not congestion avoidance is implemented. The scheme was also reported to have
performed well in simulations.

During the working group meeting, there was some discussion on whether and how
an IS might feed back congestion information, so that information could get to the
message transmitter sooner. There are, however, problems with having an IS piggy-back a
congestion control message to send to a message source. First, an IS does not usually
examine the source address of a packet. Hence, there would be a significant amount of
additional processing for each packet that traversed the IS. Furthermore, packet flows
between sources and destinations may be asymmetric, leading to fewer opportunities for
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the IS to inform the message source of traffic conditions. Finally, the return path to a
message source may not be the same as its outbound path. Hence~ the congestion level
reported on a return path might not accurately reflect the congestion level of an
outbound path. In light of these points, the consensus of the group seemed to be that
employing a feed-back scheme would not be profitable.

Several observations were made concerning the fact that the DEC congestion
avoidance scheme only uses one bit per packet. It was noted by Len Bosack that one bit
is sufficient for indicating congestion, in particular since hosts actually process a series of
bits. The use of more bits, so that a level of congestion could be indicated, would merely
increase the rate at which the system could adapt to changes in traffic rates. It would
not, however, alter the overall characteristics of the control system behavior. A member
of the working group suggested that it would probably be better for a congestion control
scheme to sample more often, rather than at greater fidelity. In addition, it was
suggested that it require less processing to obtain a 1-bit congestion level, rather than a
rate. The point was made, howdver, that this would not necessarily be true if if the
congestion control bit is set by computing a congestion level and then comparing it
against a threshold.

Finally, it was noted that there are unused bits in the IP header, which could allow
the DEC scheme congestion avoidance scheme to be retrofitted into the existing DoD
protocol suite.

Slow Start in TCP

During the Working Group meeting, Van Jacobson’s slow start algorithm for TCP
was also discussed. This idea has been presented on the Internet Engineering email list,
as well as at the April 22 session of the IETF meeting. In a nutshell, the slow start
algorithm has TCP open its transmission windows gradually, only as acks are received. In
the event of retransmission, the windows are narrowed.

There was not much discussion on the slow start algorithm; the consensus seemed to
be that it is a necessary bug fix. The use of slow start could perhaps complement a
DEC-like congestion avoidance, though there would probably be some undesired control
interaction. Nevertheless, in order to eliminate the worst effects of blasting gateways and
spurious retransmissions, it seems that TCP ought to use a slow start algorithm,
regardless of the other congestion control or avoidance schemes employed.

Box-Jenkins techniques for improved RTT

During the Working Group session, another TCP enhancement that Van Jacobson
suggests was discussed: the employment of AR (Auto-Regressive) or ARMA (Auto-
Regressive, Moving Average) models to predict RTT (round trip time; the time between 
segment’s transmission and the receipt of its acknowledgement). The algorithm which
the TCP spec suggests for use in estimating RTT is exponential smoothing, which
computes a mean. The problems with this technique for estimation are:

1. It assumes that successive observations are independent;
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2. It assumes that there is no trend, and it reacts slowly to change;

3. The mean does not characterize the dynamics of the system.

Van Jacobson reported that he had obtained very large improvements in estimation
with the simple AR 1 model, and even better performance with the ARMA 3 and ARMA
4 models. The ARMA models were reported to work well if the net is congested. So, the
times that they do not work well, the Internet is not congested, and it is a much less
serious a matter that TCP is using an inaccurate RTT estimate.

In a related discussion, the question of how to measure RTT if there have been
retransmissions was aired. Measuring from the first packet sent will tend to overestimate
RTT, while measuring from the last packet sent will tend to be overly optimistic. It was
briefly discussed whether or not second-order sequence numbers might be used to indicate
the times a packet had been retransmitted. It was suggested that this is probably not
necessary, since "... packet exchange gives the same information." The question of biased
estimator not seen as important; it is much more critical to have the estimators track the
observed values more closely.

Also in this discussion it was noted that in current TG1~ implementations, if the
initial RTT estimate is too low, the system will never correct itself~ since the RTT
estimate is not adjusted during a retransmission.

Gateway tactics for congestion control

It was noted that given their narrower administrative sp.’~n and fewer absolute
numbers~ quick fixes might be easier to implement in gateways than in the thousands of
hosts. The major congestion control techniques proposed for gateways were designed to
randomize the order packets it receives~ so that the synchronization of datagram blasts
which Van Jacobson has reported could be avoided. Len Bosack reported that in
experiments~ random selection of packets for service has been seen to be the best for de-
synchronizing internet traffic~ and that fair queuing works almost as well. (If prioritizing
service is a requirement, then separate randomizing can occur at the differing priority
levels.) The interaction of fair queuin~ with ARPANET connection setup characteristics
(e.g., if too much time elapses between transmission to a destination PSN, then 
connection block must be reallocated) was not seen as a problem.

In the discussion on gateway queuing discipline, a Working Group member observed
that once a gateway using random selection "queues" a large number of packets, it
becomes something close to a stack..If the randomizing is accomplished by inserting an
arriving packet in a random location in the queue, then for those packets placed near the
tail of the queue~ it is highly likely that new packets will be inserted before them. To
insure progress through the queue~ it was suggested that there be a short section at the
front of the queue into which insertions could not be made.

Another discussion topic was that gateways could also reduce congestion if they
employed better strategies in selecting which packets to drop. In particular, they should
drop the packets they have held the longest, rather than those that have most recently
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arrived. In addition, Van Jacobson suggested that by attempting to drop at most one
packet per connection could reduce the load offered to a gateway several fold, while
dropping more than one packet from a single connection increases traffic.

Longer-range congestion control techniques

As at his IETF briefing, Van Jacobson noted that the RTT varies in a saw-tooth like
cycle: there tends to be a large step increase in RTT, followed by ~. gradual decay. Using
ARMA techniques to estimate RTTs, hosts might also try to determine at what point
they are in the RTT cycle, and schedule their transmissions accordingly.

Another point raised was that hosts could obtain a wealth of traffic information from
gateways: estimated subnet reliability, subnet MTU, available bandwidth, and other
data. The point was made that it would be simpler to request such information instead
of estimating it.
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APPENDIX A

Presentation Slides

This section contains the slides for the following presentations made at the April 22-24,
1987 IETF meeting:

- Enhanced AHIP St Johns (DDN)
- BBN Report Hinden/Gardner (BBN)
- Congestion Control Simulation Stine (MITRE)
- Arpanet Performance Measurement Gross (MITRE)
- TCP Performance Enhancement Jacobson (LBL)
- Gateway Monitoring Partridge (BBN)

Management Architecture LaBarre (MITRE)
- IETF status/overviewGross (MITRE)
- FCCSET report Gross (MITRE)
- ANSI routing architecture Tsuchiya (MITRE)
- NSF gateway requirements Braden (IS][)
- Routing Directions at SRI Su and Garcia (SRI)
- NBS Routing Proposal K. Mills (NBS)
- Burroughs Integrated Adaptive Routing Piscitello (Unisys)
- DECnet Phase V Routing Oran (DEC) 
- SPF Routing in the Butterfly Gateways Mallory (BBN)
- Congestion Avoidance Jain, et. al. (DEC)
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Congestion Control Simulation Stine (MITRE)
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Arpanet Performance Measurement Gross (MITRE)
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TCP Performance Enhancement Jacobson (LBL)
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Management Architecture LaBarre (MITRE)
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ANSI routing architecture Tsuchiya (MITRE)
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GATEWAY REQUIREMENTS RFC

[ RFC-985 Update ]

RFC ....

Bob Braden
Jon Postel

in Preparation

-1-



GATEWAY REQUIREMENTS RFC

TARGET: Gateway Vendors

GOALS:

TELL VENDORS ~WHAT WE NEED IN

GATEWAYS

DESCRIBE CURRENT INTERNET
ARCHITECTURE

- Clarify the intent of the architects

- Fill in some gaps

- Scrape off a few barnacles...

CONSERVATIVE --

- Don’t invent new architecture !

-2-



COMPREHENSIVE

- Gather together everything about

gateways

SELECTIVE

- Host Requirements is ANOTHER

RFC!

INCORPORATE CURRENT EXPERIENCE

AND CONCERNS

Examples:

O&M Facilities

Martian Filteriing

Routing Protocols

-3-



OUTLINE

1. Introduction

2. Protocols Required for Gateway

3. Constituent Network Interfaces

4. Gateway Algorithms

5. Operation and Maintenance

Appedix A-- Technical Details

Appendix B Spec’fiNSFnet .: c
Requirements

-4-



GENERAL PRINCIPLES

REQUIRE IMPLEMENTATION OF ALl_ FEATURES
-> E.G. Timestamps, Address Mask,

lnfo Request/Reply, Record Route

KEEP STRICT PROTOCOL LAYERING

-> between local network and IP

SHARPEN GATEWAY / HOST DISTINCTION

HOST -

GATEWAY

Independently managed and operated

Depends on gateways for routing

Responsible for higher-level protocols

VS.

-Managed and operated as part of

a SYSTEM (AS~

Handles IP datagram routing for hosts

-5-



INTERNET GATEWAYS

A Gateway interfaces to its connected networks

as a host.

A Gateway may be built using any of:

_ Special-purpose hardware.

General-purpose CPU dedicated to

gateway function.

Gateway software embedded in

host operating system.

[e.g., BSD Unix]l

-6-



BUT... embedded gateways

may have a conflict between

the host role and the gateway

role.

Being a gateway in the lnternet

is SERIOUS business,

NOT for amateurs.



TERMINOLOGY

Gateway--= IP muter

MAC router ( instead of bridge

or level-2 muter)

Datagram ( IP protocol data unit 

Packet

VS.

( Physical network data unit 

Proxy ARP(instead of ARP hack

or promiscuous ARP)

-8-



SETTLED (?) ISSUES

ICMP REDIRECTS

-> Send Host Redirect, not Network Redirect

SOURCE QUENCH

-> Must implement something [placeholder]

-> Configuration parameters to control:

When to send?

Maximum frequency to send?
* * * NEED DEFINITE RECOMMENDATION * * *

TTL
-> Gateway must decrement TTL by

max(SecondsDelay, 1)

REDIRECTS TO A GATEWAY
-> Allowed -- on a technicality (part of IGP)

-9-



SETTLED (?) ISSUES (cont’d)

BROADCAST RULES FOR GATEWAYS

-> Filter on IP address, not local net address

(strict layering)

-> Don’t forward to network 0 or -,11

-> Recommend configurable filters for

Martians and other badness ~.

DIRECTED BROADCASTS

-> Allowed but limited (indirectly)

SUBNETS
-> Allow different subnet masks within same

subnetted network

-> Allow (but recommend against) non-

contiguous subnet bits in rnask

- 10-



UNSETTLED ISSUES

EGP

-> Specs are in terrible shape

-> Can/should we document core’s use olf

the EGP metric?

-> Does every gateway need EGP?

Gateways REQUIRED to implement reassembly ?

Multiple networks/subnets per wire ?

Implications of general subnetting ?

Default routes -- good / bad ?

Hold-downs ?

-11-



MAJOR HOLES

EGP

-> Need EGP Revision !

Gateway monitoring [and control]

protocol standard

Serial line protocol standard

Open IGP--

-> More generaiiy, recommendatioi:i s

on routing protocols

DGP

- 12-



ISSUES FOR A LATER REVISION

[ RFC-???? + ]

Fair Queueing

Type of Service Routing

How to do ISO-IP and IP together

(at constituent network level)

Provision for load-sharing lines

¯ t(at ~ const~tuen network ievel)

-



TRANSPARENT GATEWAYS

(Address-Sharing Gateways)

Current Example: ACC Product

Generic Example: SR! Port Expander

Also related to Jon Postei’s Magic Box

Box between PSN port and Ethernet

- Hosts are on Ethernet

Use Proxy ARP

Multiplex on "logical host" fielld of

PSE ~ address

- 14-



Routing Directions at SRI Su and Garcia (SRI)
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BELLMA~’F ORD ALGORITHM_

Update activity....

...."~ ca)

. PROBLEMS: PING-PONG LOOPING
AND COUNTING TO INFINITY







NEW ALGORITEEM
Information at Each Node

Distances are measured in HOPS

Distance table---routing table info reported by eighbom

b
d

C

Distance Table

r~ N~

b

a
b 0
e 1
d 1

2

1 0
0 0
2 0
1 0

"Routing Table

b b
c- ¢ 1

¯ c





NEW ALGORITHM
Table Update Rules

¯ UPDATED DISTANCE at node A to, D ~y
1 + minimum distance reported a

FEASIBLE NEIGHBOR B to D :.~:: .... .:~,.,..,:i~ .....:. ..........
.,-:-3- ,,, .~- ~. : :-.. .-._ ::. - ., ¯

¯ UPDATED NEXT HOP. ~t A to D ==
¯

~= o Same IF NO CHANGE in distance to=D
o Any other neighbor reporting FEASIBLE

NEIGHBOR to D IF CHANGE in
distance

. "-7~....i: .:; .. . .... :. ~,-. . ....... "

:.

¯ FEASIBLE NEIGHBOR. t,o D ~ B ~ >
.

¯

o Distance from B to D is decreasing or
constant with respect to previous value
repprted by

o Next hop from B -9/=/k









¯ HOW ALGORITHM WORKS
. (Link Fails, Bad Case)

=>
.o

0(~ 







i.
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NBS Routing Proposal K. Mills (NBS)
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Burroughs Integrated Adaptive Routing Piscigello (Unisys)
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DNA Routing Overview

Digital
David Oran

Equipment Corporation
April 23, 1987



Basic Characteristics

¯ A scheme for Intra-Dominion Routing

¯ Has some facilities for Inter-Dominion Routin~

¯ Can handle Dominions of up to 100 million Net~Nork

Entities

¯ Uses a Link State Routin~ Algorithm which adapts

to topology chan~es or management-initiated metric
chan~es. It is not a fully dynamic algorithm which

reacts in real-time to chan~es in the traf[ic matrix.

¯ Uses ISO standard addressing as specified in ISO

8348/AD2. All address formats are supported.

¯ Designed to work together with ISO8473

(Connectionless Network Protocol) and DP9542 (End
System to Intermediate System Routing Protocol)

¯ Extensive network management built in, based on

CMIS/CMIP



Topology Features

Handles arbitrary topologies of LAN’s, PDN’s,

private circuit or packet-switched networks, POTS,

and leased circuits

¯ Two-level Clustering Hierarchy

- An A~ea can consist of up to 100,000 End

systems and Intermediate systems, although

~0000 is a recommended maximum for
robustness reasons

- A Domain can consist of up to 10000 areas,
although ~1000 is a recommended maximum

¯ Allows multiple Domains to be interconnected

- Inter-Domain Routing handled via static tables at

boundary IS’s

- Other domains handled by a special addressing

data structure called an Add~’~s

- Routing; Algorithm propagates information about

exit points to other domains through normal
routing; method



Basic Routing Features

The Basic routing~ scheme uses a ~-like link state routing~

algorithm. Routing~ within an area is called /,~ 2 routing~.
Routing: amon~ areas is called /,~ ~ Routing:. At Level 1,

each IS in an area has a total map of the area. At Level 2,

each IS has a total map of the "level 2 net"

¯ Uses~;~.ntrolled flooding to build the network map,
like ~but with slightly different duplicate

suppression techniques

¯ Uses a variant of Dijkstra SPF to compute shortest

paths

¯ All known bugs in~@~’fixed; especially

computational complexity and sequence space

problems

¯ Uses a single, arbitrary Routing metric for each link,
assigned by the network manager, or measured

locally. The scheme could be extended without too

much difficulty to support multiple routing metrics.

. High-connectivity links (802.3 LANs) do not result 
_Ar~ paths for the routing algorithm.



Basic Routing

(cont.)

Features

Does not need an initialization hold-down timer

¯ Computational complexity: O(E) where E is the

number of links in the area/domain. Note that basic
Dijkstra SPF runs in O(N~), and previous

optimizations have lowered this to O(Elog N).

Highly robust a~ainst hardware and software failures,
includin~ memory corruptions. Can tolerate nearly

any non-Byzantine failure.



Fancy Routing Features

~ Can repair partitions of an area dynamically. Repair
unnelin ’ through a level 1of level 2 partitions by "t g’

area is possible but not implemented (it’s verJ/
hairy)

¯ Can split traffic over any number of equal-cost paths.

Round Robin queueing tends to preserve packet
ordering thus reducing CPU overhead in Transport.

Option exists to suppress path splitting for traffic in

which sequence preservation is more important than
throughput.

¯ Detects and reports congestion via the "Congestion
Experienced bit" in CLNP. Congestioncollapse

prevented via a square-root limiter hueristic

¯ Optimizes routing for End Systems with multiple

SNPAs on the same subnet (we call these multi-link
end ~y~tem~).



Fancy Routing

(cont.)

Features

Complete autoconfiguration using ES-IS and IS-IS
initialization exchanges once ISs are assigned to

areas.

¯ Reduces Routing overhead on LANs by using

pseudo-node technique, and the election of a

Designated IS for the LAN/area.



Addressing

The basic DNA Routin~ address format is as follows

where:

IDP

Pad

Area

ID

is one of the allowable Initial Domain Parts from
ISO8348/AD2.

is 0-6 octets, used to pad the address to its maximum
length. This makes hashing addresses for forwarding
efficiency much easier.

is a two-octet integer, assigned by the dominion
manager to the area in which this IS logically resides

is a 6 octet system identifier..DEC uses E:_thernet
absolute host ids in this field to ease address
administration. The only requirement, however, is
that the ID be unique within an area for level 1 ISs
and ESs, and unique within the domain for level 2

NSel is a 1-octet NSAP Selector, used for discriminating
CLNP users within a network entity. The network
entity itself is identified by using the ~;eserved Nsel
value of zero.



Features for Handling

Connection-oriented Networks

All of the functions called out in ISO8473/ADI. are available.
In addition, the use of ISO 8208 (X.25) networks is coupled

to the routing algorithms to improve performance"

¯ VCs may be brought up when traffic arrives and torn
down on a timer without cranking; the routing;
algorithm

¯ Three forms of routing; over connection-oriented
facilities

Static Routing uses manually-entered addresses.
The path to the destination is always declared
"up" by the routing algorithm and is handled just
like a point-to-point datalink

Dynamic Connection Management VCs are
set up to pass routing and data traffic. IS-IS
routing PDUs are sent over the circuit at low

frequency to ensure against bad routing or black

holes.

I0



Dynamic Assignment The circuit is brought up
upon receipt of traffic and the DTE address to
call is determined dynamically. There are different
dialed/undialed costs for the circuit thus avoiding
multiple calls from different ISs to the same
destination. The SNPA to call is determined
based either on the destination address, (if the
SNPA is derivable from the NSAP address), or via
static tables (similar to the inter-dominion routing
tables) configured in the IS.

).1



PDUs and their uses

IS-IS LAN Initialization Hello Used to initialize all ISs
on a LAN, detect transitivity of link, elect the
designated IS for a LAN, determine which ISs are

level 1 and which are level 2, and to label a LAN
pseudo-node

IS-IS PT-PT Initialization Hello Used to initialize the
two ISs on a pt-pt link (leased link, X.25 VC, etc.)
Similar in function to LAN Initialization but much
simpler. Could be carried in proposed IS,IS
Initialization field in the ES-IS Protocol.

Link State Reports the status of a link. There are four
flavors of these

Level 1 IS Reports all Level 1 IS neighbors on a
link

Level 1 ES Reports all neighbor ESs on a link

Level 2 IS Reports neighbor level 2 ISs and
contains, information concerning area partition
repair

Level 2 ES Propagates static information on other
domains/systems

Sequence :[Numbers Used to resynchronize link state_.
databases periodically to recover from memory
corruptions or faulty ISs

t2



Current Status

~ Breadboards running in house

¯ Extensive simulations and performance analysis of
central algorithms has been done.

¯ No products have been shipped yet with this routing

scheme

¯ DEC is willing to make the algorithms, data
structures, and protocols public for standardization
without fees or formal licensing.

¯ We can have a base document prepared for
discussion at the next ANSI X3S3.3 meeting in July



SPF Routing in the Butterfly Gateways Mallory (BBN)
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Congestion Avoidance
in Computer Networks

a Connectionless Network Layer

If you lived here,
you would be home now.

ca~ 1.8~. -IS ~

We need
congestion

control!

Raj Jain, K. K. Ramakrishnan, Dah-Ming Chiu
Digital Equipment Corp.

550 King St. (LKGl-2/A19)
Littleton, MA 01460~1289

ARPAnet: Jain%Erlang.dec@DECWRL.DEC.COM
Rama%Erlang.dec@DECWRL.DEC.COM
Chi u%E r.laag.dec@DE CWRL.DE C. CO M

April 24, 1987



Congestion control will be solved when.:

1. Memory becomes cheap (Infinite memory)

2. Links become cheap (Very high speed links)

3. Processors become cheap (High speed, processors)

4. All of the above

No Buffer
Infinite Memory

Old age

19.2 Kb/s

Time to transfer a file = 5 minutes

1 Mb/s 19.2 Kb/s

Time to transfer the file = 7 Hours

Conclusions:

Balanced Configuration: A links i M’b/sec

1. Congestion is a dynamic problem.
Static solutions are not sufficient.

2. Bandwidth explosion
~ More unbalanced Networks.

4/24/87



Round.
Trip

Delay

Con estion Avoidance

Load

Throu-
ghput

Power

¯ ’ ~nee

Load

Cliff

Load

Power = Throug_~put
delay.

Congestion Control Mechanisms:
Recover from zero throughput and infinite delay zone
Left of Cliff (Depends on # of buffers)
Congestion Avoidance Mechanisms:
Keep in high throughput and low delay zone
~At knee (Independent of bufs) ....

Ramakrishnan, Networking Symp. Nov 1986 4/24/87



Goals
1. Efficient: Network Power/Network P~wer at knee

2. Fair:

Load

Users sharing the same path get the same throughput.

User 1

," User 2
!

Time

Unfair

3. Responsive
Load

4. Convergent

Load

5. Robust

Load

Time

i Available Capacity

.’ Throughput

".,~ -- User 1
//

.... User 2

Time

:Divergent

I

Noise

Time

6. Distributed

7. Maximum Information Entropy

.8. Simple
.:.:.:........-.. -.-.v...........................-...v......., .,.............

4/24/87



The Binary Feedback Scheme

Routers provide
when congested.

explicit feedback information

Set

[ ~ ~Data] ~ ~ I [1]Data] --- ~ ~

I Dest

NewW I I Data

Transport layer characteristic: Window flow control.

Transport entity adjusts window in response to congestion

Network Layer: Connectionless;
No additonal traffic when congested;
challenge- only 1 bit available to indicate
congestion.

Issues:
1) When to start setting/stop setting the bits?

2) What do the users do with the bits?

how many of these bits should we look at?

How to dynamically adjust the window size?

KKR 4124187



Modeling Approach
Network and users: modeled as a feedback control system.

So ] ’"1 Network ’
D~st

Congestion t ~ Feedback

Detection Filter

Increase/Decrease

Signal Filter

I
I

Decision Function

¯ Network Policy:

(1) Each router averages number of packets queued.

(2) Feedback signal - Set the congestion avoidance
average queue length _> threshold C.

C-1

bit w]aen

¯ User Policy:

(1) Frequency of Update 

Wprev + Wcur packets have been acked.

(2) Filtering by user: Examine Wcur bits..

cut-off policy: If > - 50% of congestion avoidance bits

set cause window to decrease. Otherwise 4ncrease.

(3) Increase/Decrease: Fairness considerations-
increase : + 1, decrease : aW, (0 < a < 1).

KKR 4124187
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Methodology

Analytical methods to study of aspects of policies in isolation

Detailed simulation to study policies as a whole in network:

Multiple users of the network.sharing the same resources.
users have abundant packets to transmit.
Transport characteristics of window flow centrol, time-outs
and retransmissions are modeled.

Routers- single server queues.
Service times may be deterministic or random.
Individual router service times may be different.

Model satellite links

Limitations:

Don’t simulate overhead for window updates
\

No path splitting.

no traffic in the reverse d~rection.

KKR 4124187



Congestion Detection

Feedback signal generated by settling
avoidance" bit in routing layer header.

congestiion

Thresh 1

Thresh2 Router

Policy Alternatives:
1) Simple Threshold: Queue size _~ Thresh ~, set bit.

2)Hysterisis Policy: Queue size , and _=_~Thresh2,
Continue to set bit till queue size ~ and _-Thresh~.

w

0

W

0 I_..:’-~--0 = 2.

set bit.

C~nter of Rathe of" H~s~eris/s; C.

Observation:optimal power at Thresh~ =: 1, no hysterisis.

KKR 4124187



Feedback Filter

Congestion detection based on instanteous queue
results in feedback due to transient changes at router.

sizes

Filter to provide consistent signal to users fi~om network.

Adaptive Averaging of Queue Length.

Router queue length

Time

Determine
interval.

cycle time T, at router. A cycle is (busy ÷ idle)

Compute average queue length over the cycle.
Use average to set bit for packets arriving in subsequent cyc][e.

Refinements to account for certain cases, e.g., long
S.

Average over (previous cycle ÷ part of current cycle.)
Averaging performed as each packet arrives at router.

busy

KKR 4124187



Decision Function

How Frequently should the decisions be made?

1) Every Acknowledgement

W

5

Observation: Considerable oscillation: over-correction.

Maintaining history of ’bits’ from previous window

also causes over-correction.
erase old information, after a window update.

KKR 4124187



Frequency of Decision Making

Based on Current Window. Update every nW acks., n- 1, 2,..

Decision frequency: allow control to take effect. Then monitor
effect of change.
1st W (- 1 round trip delay) for new window to take effect.
congestion avoidance bits received relate to previous window.
Next W bits received based on new window.

TIME

Conclusion:

KKR 4124187

Overall performance
size less oscillatory.
= Wprev + Wcurr.

improves. Window
Update Freq.



Signal Filtering
Proportion of bits received set dependent on
distribution of packet size and router threshold.

deterministic service times:
above the knee : 100% of the bits set at the router.

exponential service times, and utilization of router - 0.5.

C -- 1: (l-P(0)) = ~=0.5. Thus, 50% of bits set at router.

C - 2: (I-P(0)-P(1)) = ~=0.25. Thus, 25% of bits set at router.

Router threshold and signal filtering by ~ser related.

Policy: A single cut-off determined by % bits received
by the user being set/not set causes change in
window.

0

C=l

Bits to be set to Reduce Mindow(e=ibit.

Observation:Cut-off at 50%bits of congestion avoidance
bits set to trigger decrease of window



I-2

Decentralized

(:In crease a n 

Window Adjustment

Decrease Algorith m)

User

User

User

Common Binary Feedback

Common Objective

4/24/87



Increase

Additive: W- W + e

Multiplicative: W-- cI, V~ c ~ 1

Decrease

Additive: W -- W - ~
Multiplicative: W- 4W, d < 1

4/24/87



ditive ]:ncrease and Decrease

9~4/,,418.7



I-

Additive Increase Multiplicative Decrease

4/24/87



Vector Representation of the algorithm

z

USER $’S ALLOCATION

EFFICIENCY LINE
~AIRNE88=l LINE
TRAJECTORY OF ~OOITIVE/MULTIPLICRT]VE POLICY

satisfies:

Sufficient conditions for convergence

2. Fewest pa ra meter a nd most
configurations

insensitive to
-.~.

4/24/87



Bounds and Rounding

]:ncrease

Decrease

W.,,e.~v -- max(round(rain(0.875 ¯ Wold, liVol d -- 1)), 

4/24/87’



Configuration:

Responsiveness,
A user passing through four routers and a satellite
link. R2’s service time changes temporarily from 5
to 10.

TIME

Conclusion: Yes! The binary feedback scheme is responsive.

4/24/87



Configuration: Nine users sharing four roueers.
Optimal window a~ knee = 3 ~ 1/3 per user

IUser2]

..

I User9

0

-,4

I Sum of windows

Conclusion; Yes[ The binary feedback scheme converges.

4/24/87



Random Service Times
Configuration: A single user passing through four routers and a

satellite link. Router service times are random.

Uniform

3
0

C

Exponential:

User

N

Conclusion: Yes! The binary feedback scheme is robust:~

4/24/87



¯

o

o

4,

Features of the Scheme

No new packets
During overload or underload.

Distributed control

Low parameter sensitivity

Qthreshold -- 1

Cutoff Percentage (% of bits set) =50%

Minimum Oscillation Size
Increase Amount = 1

Decrease Factor-- 0.875

,

6,

,

Maximum information entropy.

P(bit= 1) --- P(bit=0) - 0.5

Qthreshold -- 2, Cutoff Percentage - 25% Less entropy

All parameters are dimensionless.
No time values ¢ Good for all link speeds and network sizes.

No prior reservation of resources
Resources not used by one user are allowed to be used by others.

4/24/87



Summary

¯ Congestion is not a static problem.

Congestion Avoidance:
Operation with low delay and high throughput

Independent of number of buffers.

Congestion can be avoided in connectionless
networks.

4. Binary Feedback Scheme:

User Policies: Decision fn (Collect Wold+W bits,
Examine the last W bits)

Signal filter (up if < 50% bits set)

Increase/Decrease (w + 1, 0.875w)

Router Policies: Congestion Detection (Qavg= 1)

Feedback filter (Avg since last cycle)

5. The proposed scheme is efficient, fair, responsive,
convergent, and robust.

4/24/87





Distributed Documents

The following documents/papers were distributed at the meeting.

- Excerpt of FCCSET Document

- GOSIP FIPS Statement

- Standards Listing
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NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION

WASHINGTON. D.C.

December 19, 1986

TO" Distribution

.,

Dear Colleague

The National Science Foundation authorization act for the fiscal year 1987 (PL 
99-383) requested a study of critical problems and current and future options
regarding communications networks for research computers, including
supercomputers, at universities and Federal research facilities in the United
States. These computer network activities are funded and managed in several
agencies of the government and your participation through the FCCSET committee
networking activities provides an excellent mechanism for interagency
cooperation. In this regard then, I am inviting you to participate on a panel
to perform a study of communications networks for research computers as
requested by PL 99-3B3 (see attached).

The NSF supported San Diego Supercomputer Center has agreed to host a Workshop
on Computer Networks in San Diego on February 17-19, 1987. It is my hope and
plan that this workshop will be. a timely and beneficial forum for ga.thering
and exchanging information across government, industry, and academic
organizations.

This study represents an opportunity to survey network research needs, to
surface computer network issues, to seek consensus on future goals, and to
present these important areas to the Congress. I want to personally thank you
for lending your valuable time and support to this effort.

Sincerely,

~o~don Bell_
)~istant Director



Federal Coordinating Council on

Science, Engineering and Technology

Computer Network Study

WORKSHOP

Holiday Inn Embarcadero
San Diego, California
February 17-19, 1987

Workshop Agenda

Monday, February 16
..

3:00 pm - 7:00 pm

Tuesday, February 17

8:00 am - 9:00 am

9:00 am -I0:00 am
Coffee & Danish

10:00-am - 12:00N

Ro om

Captain 1

Pacific D

Captain 2

Captain 3

Captain 4

Captain 5

Circulate
to Working Groups

Registration, Lobby Foyer

Registration, Convention Foyer

Introduction to Workshop - Pacific BC off Convention
Foyer James Burrows and Gordon Bell

Planning Group and Working Group Meetings in the
following rooms:

Workin~ Group

Group A - Internee Concepts
Chair: Lawrence Landwebber

Group B - Networking Requirements and Future
Alternatives
Chair: Sandy Merola

Group C - Future Standards and Services
Requirements
Chair: Richard des Jardins

Group D - Security Issues
Chair: Dennis Branstad

Group E - Government Role in Networking
Chair: Jesse Poore

Group F - Special Requirements for Supercomputer
Networks

Chair: Robert Borchers

GroupG - Planning Group
Chair: James Burrows
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12:00 N - i:00 pm

i:00 pm - 5:00 pm

5:00 pm - 7:00 pm

Wednesday, February 18

8:30 am - 12:00 N

12:00 N - i:00 pm

I:00 pm -.5:00 pm

5:30 pm - 7:00 pm

Dell buffet; Pacific BC

Continuation of GrQup Meetings

Cocktail Party; Pacific BC

Group Meetings; coffee & danish

Seafood buffet Pacific A

Continuation of Group Meetings
Development of outline, summaries, and
recommendations by each group

Tour of San Diego Supercomputer Center and wine and
cheese reception; bus transportation will be availabl~
from front of the Holiday Inn

Thursday, February 19

8:00 am - 12:30 pm

12:30 pm - 1:30 pm

1:30 pm - 5:00 pm

¯.

Working Group summary presentations to Planning Group’

coffee & danish

Sit down Luncheon, Pacific BC

Discussion of Working Group reports and development o
final report by Planning Group; Pacific D

Support arrangements: A terminal for electronic mail, a small copier and a
thermofax machine will be available in the hospitality suite (Room 218). 
macintosh Plus will be available for each Working Group during workshop and[ for

a few hours in the early evening.

The San Diego Supercomputer Center is hosting the luncheons, cocktail party,

and wine and cheese reception.



GROUP A

INTERNET CONCEPTS

This Working Group will cover:

I. Review of current networking activities, at agencies
sponsoring advanced scientific computing facilities.

2. Development of an interagency internet 1987-1992.

- Technical issues
- Management issues
- Funding model

- User services
- Obstacles to interoperability

3. Vision/Goals for the future -- 1992-2000

- Computing environment paradigm
_ identification/Integration of new technologies

and user services

CHAIR: Lawrence Landweber, University of Wisconsin

Nembers:

Vinton G. Cerf, Corporation for National Research
Incentives

Henry Dardy, NRL
David Farber, University of Delaware
James Green, NASA Goddard Spa~e Flight Center
Paul Green, IBM Hawthorne Research Laboratory
Anthony Lauck, DEC
James Leighton, LLNL
Barry Leiner, Research Institute for Advanced

Computer Science
Richard Mandelbaum,,University of Rochester
Ravi Mazumdar, Columbia University
John Morrison, Los Alamos National Laboratory
Jonathan Postel, University of Southern California,

Information Sciences Institute -



GROUP B

NETWORKING REQUI~NTS AND FUTURE ALTERNATIVES

The Working Group .will collect and analyze network information
for research computer netwOr-)~-S, an~-examine---the-methodology and
feasibility of interconnecting existing network resources
(including the possible use of fiber optic systems). Emphasis 
on the five year timeframe. The planned p.rocess is as follows:

i. The networking needs of U.S. academic and Federal research
programs will be collected and analyzed.

Information to be submitted is expected to include both
current network usage data as well as future networking
planning information. Three independent groups from the
DOE, NASA, and NSF communities will analyze the data
collected. The individual groups performing the
analyses will be represented at the San Diego workshop.

2. Each of the three groups performing an analysis of the
data will distribute their reports by January 21.5, 1987.

During the period of time preceding the mid-February
workshop, workshop members are expected to examine and
analyze all reports in the context of the Working
Group Charter specified above.

3. The workshop scheduled for February 17-19, 1987, will
constitute the major, perhaps only, meeting of this
working group. The agenda will facilitate:

survey presentations by those agencies
performing a network analysis;

industry trends and cost/capacity reports by
corporate committee members;

optional initial-"point of view" talk by any
committee member ;

open discussion, with emphasis on alternatives
for addressing future networking needs;

o preparation of a consensus analysis;

4. Generation of a final Work Group Report.



GROUP B: NETWORKING REQUIR_F-NIENTS AND FUTURE ALTERNATIVES

CHAIR: Sandy MerQ!a, _L_a.wrence_B~er~ley ~_abo~_atory_ ¯

Member s :

Allison Brown, Cornell University
Paul Deitz, BRL Aberdeen Proving Grounds
Fred Fath, Boeing Computer Services
John Fitzgerald, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
Dennis Hall, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
Jack Haverty, BBN Communications Laboratory
Charles Kennedy, BRL Aberdeen Proving Grounds

Thomas Lasinski, NASA Ames Research Center
Fred McClain, San Diego Supercomputer Center
Pat McGregor, Contel Business System
Hugh Montgomery, Fermi National Laboratory

Sushil G. Munshi, United Telecom
Glenn Ricart, University of Maryland

Richard T. Roca, AT&T
Stan Ruttenberg, UCAR
Dave Stevens, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
Bob Wilhelmson, National Center for Supercomputing

Applications



GROUP C

FUTURE STANDARDS AI~D SERVICES REQUIP/~FIENTS

The Future Standards and
S~rvice9 Requirements Working Group

will develop a statement of trends and recommendations for

standards and services
requirements, for future research

networking in the 1990s. The assumption for the work is that
widespread availability and low cost of specific network services
depends on standards, but the standards in turn affect
implementability and TCP/IP software in Berkeley UNIX, and tlhe
rapid growth of electronic mail using SMTPo The question to be

asked is whether and how this interaction between standards and
services should affect future research networks.

Issues to be address%d include the following:

i. What role should standards play in futUre network services

developments?

2. What are the principal standardization trends that should be
taken into account in planning future research networks?

3. How should standardization and networking research interact

in the future?

4. How does interna tionalismaffect this question?

Each working group member is requested to bring the workshop a
brief white paper (2-5 pages) addressing one or more of these
issues or identifying other issues important to this theme.
Coordination and dissemination of white papers by telephone .and
electronic mail prior to the workshop is encourgaged. Each
member will have I0 minutes (plus discussion) to give a 1-3
viewgraph presentation summarizin~ the key ideas in his/her white
paper, as a springboard to opening the identification and
discussion of the issues. We will then proceed by discussion and
consensus (including minority views) in the remainder of the
workshop to agree on what the issues are and how to address them
in the working group report. Writing assignments will be given
following the workshop to complete the working group report by
mid March. Depending on the final number and distribution of
people on the working group, wemay break up into two groups, one

on Hosts, Workstations and Network Services, and the other on
Trunks, Access Links and Wiring the Campus.



GROUP C: FUTURE STANDARDS AND SERVICES ]REQUI~S

Chair: Richard desJardins, CTA

Members:

Michelle Arden, Sun Microsystems
John Day, CODEX
Debbie Deutsch, BBN, Inc.
John Katz, The Analytic Sciences Corporation

Rich Pietravalle, DEC
Marvin Sirbu, Carnegie Mellon University
George Sullivan, DCA
Ash Trividi, Bell, Northern Research



GROUP D

SECURITY ISSUES

This Working Group will address issues such as:
~-.

o Isolation of researchers within an installation
to data that they are authorized to access.

o Access of foreign researchers involved in
cooperative projects while presenting
unauthorized access or disclosure of
sensitive information.

o Protection of communications media and
planning for emergency mode communications.

o Security services needed for commercial,
academic, and government environments.

o Security architectures.

o Laws, rules and policies governing computer
security.

¯

o Cost effectiveness of controls that respond

to threats.

Government and private sector experts have b.een invited to
contribute to Work Group~discussi°n s"

chair: Dennis Branstad, National Bureau of Standards

Members:
*Roger Callahan, National Security Agency _

Michael Corrigan, Departmentof Defense
Dorothy Denning, SRI, Inc.
peter Dunningham, CRAY Computer

*Dave Golber, SDC/UNISYS
Dave Gomberg, MITRE Corporation
Gary Johnson, Department of Treasury

*Steve Kent, BBN, Inc.
Noel Matchett, Information Security Inc.

*Dan Nessett, Lawrence Livermore Labs
Gerry Popek, UCLA, Department of-Computer Science

*Miles Smid, NBS ~
Douglas Price, Sparta, Inc.

*Joseph Tardo, Digital Equipment Corporation
Steve Walker, Trusted Information Systems

*Will attend San Diego Workshop; others will attend session at

NBS on March 4.



GROUP E

GOVERNMENT ROLE IN NETWORKING

_This working group will consider the issues involved in the role
of local state and Federal governments in computer networking,
access to the networks and in training of personnel to operate
and use networks. The essential issues concern the governmental
role in coordination, procurement, management and operation of
networks and the association with universities. The role of
Federal agencies in developing standards, in providing research
resources, and in providing operating expenses will be addressed.

Academic, governmental, and private sector participants will be
involved. Perspectives from several existing and planned large
scale computing centers will be sought. This working group must
interact strongly with the other working groups because the
issues are dependent on the technical and other aspects of their

recommendations.

Chair: Jesse Poore, University of Tennessee

Members:
¯ Jane Alexander, U.S. Senate

Saul Buchsbaum, AT&T
Paul Huray, OSTP
Jim Infante, University of Minnesota

Bob Johnson, Florida State Universit~
Robert Kahn, CNRI
John Kil!een, Livermore MFECC
Ken Klie~er, Purdue University
Ken Wilson, Cornell University



GROUP F

SPECIAL REQUIREFIENTS FOR SUPERCOMPUTER NETWORKS

The Working Group will include experts from government, academia,
and industry to address two important supercomputer access

issues:

i. The special networking requirements that must be addressed to
provide meaningful access to supercomputers.

2. The status of supercomputer access for U.S. researchers and
also with regard to network availability.

chair: Dr. Robert Botchers, Lawrence Livermore Laboratory

Members: Charles Crum, National Cancer Institute, FCRF
Dennis Duke, Florida State University

Dieter Fuss, LLNL
Sid Karin, GA Technology
Larry Lee, Cornell University
Michael Levine, Pittsburgh Supercomputer Center

Norm Morse, LANL
Ari Ollikainen, NASA - Ames
Harry Reed, BRL Aberdeen
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ABSTRACT
The subpanel recommends creation of an international,
intera~ency networking facility for science, whose fifteen
year mlssion is to: (a) Ensure that U. S. scientists have
available the most advanced widearea networking facilities
in the world. (b) Ensure that U. S. wide area network tech-
nology maintains a position of world leadership. A minimum
of 1.5 Mbps access to majo~ ~ove{nm~nt an~ acgdemi~_resea~h
centers should be provided. SUCh a network wou.£a grea~+y
benefit the competitive position of the United States In
scientific research. It would also place the United States
in a leadership position in utilization o~ .hi@h bandwidth,

are . . . ~ .wide a networks United States inaustrles sup ortlng
wide area networks technologies would galn a slgnlflcant
competitive advantage. An ongoing program of resea~ch agd
development into both wide area network technology an~ net--
work management is necessary, for this_eqdeavg~

ocessful. As part of the secon~ year study, tne sumpa
recommends an interagency coordinating c~mmittee be esta-
blished to identify short term im~lementg~ign ~gs~es that
can be investigated and resolved In parallel with long term
issues¯ This would provide immedlate benefit to the
nation’s scientific community.



BACKGROUND
Many scientific research facilities in the U. S. con-
sist of a single, large costly installation such as a
synchrotron light source, a supercomputer, a wind tun-
nel or a particle accelerator. These facilities pro-

of sclen-
vide the experimental apparatus for groups
tific collaborators located throug~ou~ the country.
The facilities cannot be duplicated In all states
because of cost. Wide area networks are the primary
mechanism for making such facilities available nation-
wide. Examples include government supported wide area
networks such as ARPAnet, HEPnet, MFEnet, MILnet,
NASnet, NSFnet, SPAN, and so on, as well as commercial
facilities such as Tymnet, BITnet and AT&T leased
lines. The cost of such networks is generally much
less than the cost of the facility.
Congress recently enacted legislation calling for an
investigation of the fifteen year future networking
needs for the Nation’s academic and federal research
computer programs. The Federal Coordinating Council on
Science Engineering and Technology (FCCSET) formed 
Network Study Group to coordinate investiga~:ion 9~ ~e
benefits, opportunitie9 for .i~.prg~emegts, an~[_~[~~e
options with particular attention to supercompu~~
Within the Network Study Group, the Subpanel on Network
Requirements and Fut~r~ Alte~pative~
identify network demana auring tne next zive
to recommend a strategy for meeting that dea~and. This
document is the subpanel’s report.

APPROACH
The following approach was taken:

+ The networking plans of the U S. research community
were analyzed, creating a five year network demand sum-
mary; , ¯

+ Corporations that provide telecommunication.~ _services
were surveyed, with particular attention to the possi-
ble use of fiber optics and related cost/capacity
gains;

+ Issues -related to interagency sharing of network
facilities were identified;

+ Alternative methodologies for meeting total network
demand were considered;

+ A five year networking strategy was developed and
presented to the FCCSET Network Study Group.

NETWORK DEMAND SUMMARY
Four methods of estimating network demand were used:
+ Analysis of existing network utilization:
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Wide area networks are used by scientists t,o access
unique remote facilities (supercomputers, accelerators,
analysis software and databases) and as a critical
mechanism for communication and coordination among the
large geographically distributed U. S and interna-
tional scientific collaborations ([ii], [12]). High
speed local area networks are being connected to lower
speed wide area networks throughout the research com-
munity. 1.5 Mbps (Megabits per second) technology,
digital data service (DDS) and packet networks have
been introduced to wide area networks, and their use
has become widespread. Nevertheless, wide area net-
working capacity has not kept up with the levels found
in local area networks. Some wlde area networks handle
both hi h data volume and highly interactive t~_aff~c
over t~e same communications links. This results in
suboptimal performance. At the functional level, wide
area network user interfaces have not kept up with
their counterparts in local area networks.
The subpanel heard presentations_of current and plan~ed
networking in DOD, DOE, NASA, and NSF. .Many scientific
research centers funded by these agencles are physi-
cally connected to more than one network. The back-
bones for the major networks are simila~ in topology,
and existing network links throughout_thecommun~ty a~e
generally fully utilized. Some_ of these networks
suffer severe overloading, resulting in significant
performance degradation. Additionally, more ~biquitous
access is needed by the University~research community,
especially at smaller institutions. For example, there
is a clear unmet need for nationwide, lhigh speed
access to large scientific .databases. The subpanel
noted that in many cases demand for capacity seriously
exceeded current supply ([4], [5], [6]). 

+ Estimation based on typical site:
A direct estimation of network demand was made using a
major NSF university site as a basis. Network usage
included wide area network facilities for supercomputer
access as well as an extensive local area network. An
absolute level of network demand for the next five
years was estimated using three different models: task,
user, and external flow. The task model focused on the
network load generated by typical network tasks.~ The
user model identified demand as a function of typical
university network users. The external flo~mod~ c~nq
tered on the university as an entity, an~ estlmatea
networking demand between it and other external loca-
tions. The three values of predicted network traffic
were in agreement within an order of magnitude. They
indicated a thousandfold increase in needed, capacity
over current network resources [i0].
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+ Extrapolation from experience with local area net-
works:
This method also projected need for a thousandfold
increase in wide area network capacity over the next
five years. A remote supercomputer access scenario was
presented to demonstrate how network transparency can
increase the speed and accuracy with which, engineering
decisions can ~e made. It was argued that one order of
maanitude is needed to create a nationwide distributed
fi~e system on_ an existing ~6 Kbps ~two~:_~~
order of magnitude is neeae~ to provIQe in~erac~±v~
monochrome graphics ([2], [3]) and a third order 
magnitude is needed to accommodate expected increases
in basic computer speeds. As more users are added,
further increases in demand are anticipated.

+ Estimation based on expanded user community: . .
The above analyses estimate 19ad increases ~or_~~
network topologies.. Ther~ is. an_~impor~_a~~~-
need to extend network servlce to the sma±±er un~
ties throughout the nation. This would add another
factor of two to three to the above estimates. Since
by definition, these research sites are not. currently
connected to an existing wide area network, this
represents a demand for more communications lines
rather than an increase in line speeds [4].
There is a further need to extend network service to
international sites. Access to overseas scientific
collaborations would significantly enhance the quality
of U. S. science by providing researchers with access
to remote experimental apparatus, data, and personnel.
It would also enhance U. S. prestige in the scientific
research community by providin@ overseas collaborators
with access to U. S. facilitles, data, and ~rsonnel.
The effect on network traffic would be negligzble, but
network size would be increased dramatically[

SUPPLY
Several major U.S. telecommunications corporations were
represented on the panel. They jointly provided a sum-
mary of expected Industry-wide technological trends
over the next five years ([I], [7], _[8], [9]).
Cost/capacity forecasts and opportunities zor use of

~ fiber optic technology in the U.S. scientific research
community were also presented: . ..
The leading trends in U.S. telecommunlcatlons technol-
ogy’ are the decreasing cost of component materials and
the widespread, thgugh not ubiquitous, aya!lgbility 9f

fiber optics [14]. The transport capabilities of the
U.S. telecommunications industry will 9reatly increase
during the next five years, as wltnessed by the
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following observations: Packet switching rates are
expected to rise to i0,000 packets p~.r second (25
Mbps). Digital circuits are widely avall~ble 9t~ 56
Kilobits per second (Kbps) today. Within the next zive
years ISDN switched and non switched circuits ranging
from 64 Kbps to 1.5 Mbps will be available in the
larger metropolitan areas of the U.S. The digital
interexchange transmission rates available to users are
at 1.5 Mbps in general, and will rise to 45 Mbps
between larger metropolitan areas. 150 Mbps service
could be made available byspecial arrangement. ° ISDN
64 Kbps service will be present in about 20% of the
U.S. market by the end of the five year period. The
ability of the user to customize service (such as time
of day conversion and simultaneous coordinated voice
and data), as well as the availability and general use
of applications services (s~ch as X.400 mail’and elec-
tronic document interchange) will ~zamatically
increase.
Fiber optic technolog[ i~ d{.ivin~ ,media co~ts~@ownward.
The cost of basic private line telecommunlcatlons ser-
vices could fall by a factor of 20% to 50% during the
upcoming five years. Any expecta~on, thgt ~ib~. r_would
more dramatically reduce costs to the typlca.~ ~elecgm-
munications user must be balanced by the recognitlon
that the fiber itself is only one component of total
transmission service cost.
It was recognized that the combination of fiber optic
technology and the large amount of aggregate
interagency demand may offer the scientific research
communlty unique opportunities to acquire increasingly
cost effective bandwldth. This is only possible in the
case of a long term lease of very high bandwidth cir-
cuits. This ensures industry recovery of capital
investment costs. If such a national network infras-
tructure were established as a long term interage~cy
goal, migration to such a topol.c~y is possible using
existing standard telecommunications technologies,
including sateilite, microwave, copper, andfiber optic
transmission media.

ALTERNATIVES
+ Supplying capacity:

The need to increase wide area network capacity by a
thousandfold is ~ustified both by increased o~portuni-
ties for scientiflc breakthroughs and by maintaining
the nation’s position of world leadership in wide area
network technolc~y While industry projections indi-
cate the neces~ bandwidth will certainly be avail-
able as. a national backbone, the required bandwidth
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will not be available all the way to the end user’s
site. The subpanel felt the most cost effective way to
proceed would be to provide the needed bandwidth in
stages. ¯
The subpanel recognized _that ~ fac~or~f _gbo?~ ~hl~
could ~e achieved simply ana cost-eIIectlv~±y my: % ;
tuning existing protocol implementations and managlng
access, (b) installing smarter congestion control algo-
rithms. (c) upgrading existing ~ .Kbps t{_u~_~ ~d 
Mbps and 45 Mbps lines in a ~UalqlOUS..m~ann~ _~ ,
providing type-of-service routing zor efficient perzor-
mance on high data volumes as well as highly interac-
tive traffic [6].
Beyond that, another factor of thirty is needed to meet
the p{ojected demand. The subpanel identified two

~romis~ng approaches: (a) develop more optima], distri-
ution of network services between user systems and

server systems_ to make more efficient use of the avail-
able bandwidth, and (b) develop powerful gateway com-
puters that compress data entering wide area networks
and decompress it at its destination. Such machines
could also provide encryption without significant addi-
tional overhead. The two approaches are entirely com-

. plementary. Thus, each might contribute a factor of 5
or 6, for a combined factor of 30X. However, optimal
distribution software is not available today, and data
compression computers are only available for video
compression. Therefore, applied research in these and
other promisin~ approaches ~s required.

+ Improved usability: . -
The subpanel agreed that an interagency, international
network would significantly enhance the U. S. scien,
tific research envlronment. To ensure ease Of use,
some peripheral issues must be addressed:
Global management and planning: The ARPAnet provides
valuable experience in operating connected networks
without global management. __For exa~.p~e~ ARPAnet
management reported that traffic generatea Dy external
networks created internal performance problems that are
unmanageable. Similarly, inefficient protocol imple-
mentations cannot be prevented{ since no. c~ntral
authority exits. The effect is to reduce network per-

formance for all users. ~ARPA~.et mana~.em~nt~ _co~~
that global management Is essentla± ~o. pr ~.
guaranteed performance. The subpanel agreed wlth this
conclusion.
User services: Consultin~ help and documentation are
necessary for any facllit[ accessed directly by end
users. However, most scientists are not interested in
networks per se, but only in the resources they make
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available. If a network could be made transparent or
nearly so, the need for consulting help and documenta-
tion would be significantly reduced.
Reliable: Wide area networks in scientific research
must be more reliable than many existing networks
because of their critical role in supporting operation
of remote experiments.
Extensible: The network will grow significantly in the
next fifteen years. It must be possible to expand it
incrementally and to join it with other networks, both
national and international.
Evolutionary: To prevent obsolescence, the network must
be tolerant of change. It must be designed in such a
way that new protocols and services can be added
without significantly disrupting existing services.
This ensures the nation’s scientists will keep a com-
petitive edge in advanced networking technology. The
rich environment for development of new products,
ensures that the technology itself maintains a competi-
tive edge.

RECOMMENDATIONS

(i) An interagency scientific network facility should
created whose 15 year mission is to: (a) Ensure that 

-S. scientists have available themostadvanced network-.
ing facilities in the world. (b) Ensure ’that U. 
wide area network technology achieves and maintains a
position of world leadership.

(2) A phased implementation plan should be developed to
provide these advanced network facilities to the
nation’s scientists. Rough guidelines should be to
increase the effective capacity of existing networks
tenfold in three years, a hundredfold in five years and
a thousandfold in ten years:
(a) Existing wide area scientific networks should 
overhauled to provide 56 Kbps service to end users at
about 30% of maxlmum load. 1.5 Mbps or 45 Mbps trunk
lines would be necessary in some areas to provide the
needed bandwidth to end users. Existing protocol.
implementations should be checked and tuned to elim-
inate unnecessary congestion from inefficient implemen-
tations. Networks from all U. S. government agencies
funding academ/c and federal scientific research would
be upgraded.
(b) Modern networking facilities such as wide area net--
work file systems, distributed scientific databases,
.distributed wlndow systems, and distributed operating
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systems should be d~ve%op~d a~d~~gs~~i along with
facilities zor users to lina ana use ne~wuz~ resources
from remote sites. Existing communications facilities
should, be upgraded tenfold to 1.5 Mbps s~eeds to e~d
users as necessary to handle anticipated increases in
load. Very high bandwidth trunk lines may be necessary
in some areas to provide the needed 1.5 Mbps service to
end users.
(C) More advanced facilities such as wide area color
graphics capabilities, and remote control of experi-
ments should be developed and introduced. Existing
communications capacity should be upgraded tenfold to
handle the load increase by using hardware and software
technology developed as a result of applied research.

(d) To handle an anticipate~ incre99e~ in_~~wa[~
speeds, existing communications lln~s snou~u
upgraded another tenfold as newer faster computers
become available in the mid 1990s.
(e) New local area network facilities should be tracked
so that the more promisin 9 new products can be made
available in wide area networks.
(f) Coverage should be expanded so that most colleges
and universities in the U. S. will have access to the
network in ten years, and the remainder, in fifteen
years.

(3) An applied researc~ and development program_~n_ advanced
communications an~ network techniques should be imple-
mented to:

) Provide the technology needed to increase the
~fective bandwidth of communications links. (i) More
optimal distribution of functions between local hosts
and remote hosts to minimize the need for raw network
bandwidth. (ii) High performance systems that compres~
data entering a wide area network and decompress it a~
its destination. (iii) Development of gateway technol-
ogy in general. (iv) Utilization of for~_al language
theory and other~innovative techniques to design com-
ponents that fail in a diagnosable manner.
(b) Provide better ways .to .acce~s remot~,,~s~~s
thereby increasing opportunities zor scien~izlc
throug~s. Local are~ ~etwgr~s ar~t, he on~[
tive testbed for such ~acilities today. As capau±~
wide area networks increases, a new source for network
innovations can be expected to emerge.
(c) Provide better tools and techniques for management
of networks.
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(4)
An ongoing basic research pr.ogram.i.nto ~ fu.t~ure, networ~

architectures to ensure contlnuea ±eaaersnlp in use ol
scientific networks, as well as national leadership, in
wide area network technology.

(5) The panel recommends that issues of network design,
cost analysis, management authority, and implementation
plans be addressed by the second year study. Within
this framework, an interagency coordinating committee
should be established to identify issues that can be.
investigated and resolved in the short term. An impor-
tant short term issue is implementation of the first
factor of thirty improvement to existing networks.
This can provide immediate benefit to the nation’s
scientific community.

BENEFITS
Implementation of the above recommendations would pro-
vide the U o S. scientific research community with a
significant competitive advantage. Modernization of
ehe nation’s wide area networks by increasing speed,_.- . i

- rfunctionality, and size increases opportunltles Zo.
research advances significantly ( [ 2], [3] ). Greater
network speed can reduce the time. required to perform a
given experiment, and increase both the volume of data
and the amount of detail that can be seen. Scientists
accessing supercomputers would benefit particularly,.because access spee_d is o_ften criti.cal i i.n this .wor.k.

Improved functionality ~rees scientists to concentrate
directly on their experimental results rather _tha.n o{~
o~erational details of the network. Increased networ]~
slze extends these opportunities to tens of thousands
of individuals located at smaller academic institutions
throughout the nation. These modernization measures
would significantly enhance the nation’ s competitive
edge in scientific research.
The components of a shared network infrastructure obvi-
ously benefit from glob.al mana~.ement. .The p~os.iti~ve
effects of such an approach are wlaes~rea~, uentra±-
ized administration of research in w~de area networks
would minimize duplication of effort and rapid resolu-
tion of identified high priority problems. A global
management structure would also allow a matrix approach
to this distributed network expertise.
The U. S. communications industries would also gain a
significant competitive a_dvantage. Development _of
modern, low cost distributed computin9 0 facil~i.tie.s. .for.
wide area networks would help malntain the unitem
States position of world leadership in networking tech-
nology. Use of these products in support of science
will accelerate the development of newer products by U.
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S. industry to meet challenges from both Europe an~
Japan. The United States would thus gain a positlon oZ
world leadership in utilization of wide area, high
bandwidth networks. This would increase the nation’s
competitive edge in communication~~tec.h~.ology_~s ~e~l
as scientific research. As a spinoza, it wou±a ne±p

maintain -the U. ~S. leadershlp position in computer
architectures, microprocessors, data management,
software engineering, and innovative new networking
facilities.
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improving the utilization and management of computers and
automatic data processing in the Federal Government. To carry
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leadership, technical guidance, and coordination of Government
efforts in the development of standards, guidelines and documents

in these areas. ¯
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James H. Burrows, Director
Institute for Computer Sciences .and Technology.
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This Federal Information Processing Standard (FIPS)
specifies the use of the Government Open Systems Interconnection
Profile (GOSIP) fcr the acquisition of networks and services.
GOSIP defines a common set of data communications protocols whic:h
enable systems developed by different vendors to interoperate and
enable the users o~ different applications on these systems to
exchange information.
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Federal Information
Processing Standards Publication

(date)

Announcing the Standard for

GOVERNMENT OPEN SYSTEMS INTERCONNECTION
PROFILE (GOSIP)

Federal Information Processing Standards publications are issued
by the National Bureau of Standards pursuant to the Federal
Property and Administrative Services Act of 1949, as amended,
Public Law 89-306 (79 star. 1127), and as implemented 
Executive Order 11717 (38 FR 12315, dated May Ii, 1973), and Part
6 of Title 15 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR).

Nameof Document. Government Open Systems Interconnection

Profile (GOSIP).

Category of Document. Hardware and Software Standards, Computer

Network Protocols.

Explanation. This Federal Information Processing Standard adopts

the Government Open Systems Interconnect~on Profile (GOSIP).

GOSIP defines a commo~ set of data communication protocols which

enable systems developed by different vendors to interoperate and

¯

enable the users of different applications on these systems to

exchange ~information. These Open Systems Interconnection (OS~~)

protocols were developed by international standards
.

organizations, primarily the International Organization for

Standardization (ISO) and the Consultative Committee 

International Telephone and Telegraph (C~ITT). GOSIP is based 



agreements reached by vendors and users of computer networks

participating in the National Bureau of Standard (NBS) Workshop

for Implementors of Open Systems Interconnection.

Approving Authority. Secretary of Commerce.

Maintenance Agency. U.S. Department of Commerce, National Bureau

of Standards (Institute for Computer Sciences and Technology).

Cross Index.

a. NBSIR 87-3353, Final Implementation Agreements for Open

Systems Interconnection Protocols, NBS Workshop for Implementors
o

of Open Systems Interconnection, March 1987.

b. NBSIR 87-3354, FTAM (File .Transfer, Access, and

Management) Phase 2 Implementation Agreements, NBS Workshop for

implementors of Open Systems Interconnection, March 1987.

Related Documents. Related documents are listed in the Reference

Section of the GOSIP document.

Objectives. The primary objectives of thi~ standard are to:

- to achieve interconnecti~n and interoperability¯ of

computers and systems that are acquired from different

manufacturers in an open systems environment

- to reduce the costs of computer network systems by

increasingalternative sources of supply
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- to facilitate the use of advanced technology by the ¯

Federal government

- to stimulate the development of commercial products

compatible with Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) standards

Specificaticns. GOSIP ( affixed).__

Applicability. GOSIP is to be used by Federal government

agencies when acquiring computer network products and services

and communications systems or Services that provide equivalent

functionality to the protocols defined in.~the GOSIP documents.

:.Currently, GOSIP supports the Message~Handling Systems and File

Transfer, Access and Management applications. GOSIP als~

¯ -supports interconnection of the following network technologies:

~CCITT Recommendation X.25; Carrier Sense Multiple Access with

-Collision Detection (IEEE 802.3); and Token Bus (IEEE 802.4).

.Additional applications and network technologies will be added to

later versions of the GOSIP.document.

Implementation. This standard is effectiw~ (six

months following publication). For a period’of eighteen months

:~after the effective date, agencies are permitted to acquire

.alternative protocols which provide .~equivalent functionality to

the GOSIP protocols~ Agencies are encouraged to use this

standard for solicita£ion proposals for new network products and

services to be acquired after the effective date. This standard



is mandatory for use in all solicitation proposals for new

network products .and services to be acquired after

(eighteen months after the effective date). OSI protocols

providing additional functio6a!itv will be added to GOSIP as

implementation specifications for these protocols are developed

by the NBS Workshop for Implementors of OSI. For a period of

eighteen months after these new protocols are included in GOSIP,

agencies are permitted to acquire alternative protocols which

provide equivalent functionality. After the eighteen month

period, the new protocols should be cited in solicitation

proposals when systems tO be acquired provide equivalent

functionality to the protocols defined in the CSDSIP document.

For the indefinite future, agencies will. be permitted to buy

network products in addition to those specified in GOSI- ~ and its

successor documents. Such products may include other non-

proprietary protocols, proprietary protocols~ and features and

options of OSI protocols which are not included in GOSIP..

Waivers. Heads of agencies may waive the requirements of this

standard in instances where it can be clearly demonstrated that

there aresignificant performance or cost advantages to be gained

and when the overallinterests of the .Federal government are best

served by granting the waiver. Waivers maybe requested for

special purpose netwQrks which are not i~tended to interoperate

with other networks. Waivers may .also be requested for products

supporting network research.



A request for waiver generated within an agency’ shall include:

a. a description of the existing or planned ADP system for

which the waiver is being requested,

b. a description of the system configuration, identifying

those items for which the waiver is being requested, and

.including a description of planned expansion of- the system

configuration at any time during its life cycle, and

c. a justification for the waiver, including a description

and discussion of the significant performance or cost

disadvantages that would result through .conformance to this

~standard as compared to the alternative for which the waiver is

requested.

Agency heads may act only upon written waiver requests. Agency

heads may approve requests for waivers only by a written decision

which explains the basis upon which the agency head made the

required findingi(s). Within thirty (30) days of approving 

waiver, a copy of each such decision, with procurement sensitive

or classified portions clearly identified, shall be sent to the

Director, Institute for Computer Sciences and Technology,

iNational Bureau of Standards, Gaithersburg, MI) 20899. Also, 

notice of the waiver determination shall be published in. the

~Commerce Business Daily.



A copy of the wa~iver request, any supporting documents, the

document approving the waiver request and any supporting and

accompanying document(s), with such deletions as the agency 

authorized and decides to make under 5 U.S.C. Sec. 552(b), shall

be part of the procurement documentation and retained by the

agency.

Special Information. The appendices to the GOSIP specification

describe advanced requirements for which adequate profiles have

not yet been developed. Federal government priorities for

meeting these requirements and the expected dates that work on

these priorities will be completed are also provided. As these

work items are addressed and completed by the NBS Workshop for

imp!ementors of OSI, addenda will be inserted into the GOSIP

document.

Where to Obtain copies. Copies of this publication are for sale

by the National Technical Information Service (NTIS), U.S.

Department of Commerce, Springfield, VA 2.2161. When ordering,

refer to Federal Information Processing Standards Publication-

(FIPSPUB~), and title. Specify microfiche if desired.

Payment .may be made by check, money order, or NTIS deposit

account.
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IETF Internet Problem Descriptions

IETF Internet Problem Descriptions

At the first ]:ETF meeting in January 1986, a list of Internet problems was
developed covering short, intermediate and long range issues. At the most
recent IETF meeting in February 1987, an attempt was made to develop such a
list in a more rigorous fashion. The IETF membership was divided into groups
with the goal of compiling problem descriptions in particular areas. The result-
ing Internet Problem Descriptions are contained in this appez~dix and are a mix-
ture of intermediate range protocol issues and very short range Og~M issues.

Problems were listed in the following format:

Problem Description:

Severity:

Time Frame:

Owner:

Plan/Options:

(low, medium, high)

(time until problem becomes critical)

(Responsible Agency or group)

The original forms have been edited to combine or eliminate redundant descrip-
tions. The problem list is not exhaustive and further work will 1) develop 
more complete list,

2) divide into categories by timeframe and

3) prioritize within category.
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IETF Internet Problem Deserlpt|ons

Problem Description:

Internet doesn’t work under heavy load (ie, Congestion)
For example, existing DDN protocols can’t efficiently handle
gateways between networks of grossly different band-width
(e.g., Ethernet- Arpanet)

Severity: High

Time Frame: Immediate

Owner: DDN/DARPA

Plan/Options:

Short term: Add capacity to existing infrastructure

Intermediate term:
1) Develop congestion control for DoD IP
2) Investigate existing solutions outside the DDN community.

Long Term Research: Look at new Internet schemes; eg, Internet
Connection Oriented Protocol

-2-.



IETF Internet Problem Descrlptlons

Problem Description:

1) Lack of ISO Connection-Less Internet Protocol in current Internet
Gateways.

2) Lack of ES-IS

Severity: Low now, grows to severe in 2 years

Time Frame: 2 years

Plan/Options:

1) Set/define "standards" for how ISO IP should be used

2a) Start funding contractors to implement ISO/IP in gateways

2b) Purchase gateways with ISO/IP

3) Deploy in Internet Infrastructure starting in 6 - 18 months

4) Run some applications (FTAM, etc) to gain experience. Modify
standards goto 2)

Also: Work with Standard’s Organization to apply DoD IP experience
into ISO/IP



IETF Internet Problem Descr|ptlons

Problem Description:

MII,NET domain adoption plan

Severity: Low - now; Medium- 6 mo; High - 1-2 years

Time Frame: (see Severity)

Owner: DDN/OSD

Plan/Options: Plans needed for vendor documentation and advice,
administrator documentation~ migration plan and RFC updates.
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IETF Internet Problem Descrlptlons

Problem Description:

Shore-term Internet Routing Problems; eg,
Extra-Hop, table space (routing) performance, buffering
limitations in LSI-11, mail bridges (gateways)

Severity: High

Time Frame: Immediate

Owner: DDN/BBN

Plan/Options:

1) Deploy Butterfly Mailbridge Gateways in Parallel with LSI-11 GW’s
in about 6 months

2) Transition Core to Butterflies MB’s

3) Remove LSI-11’s

Requires SW/HW to be deployed before configuration mgt and testing
is completed.
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IETF Internet Problem Descr|ptlons

Problem Description:

Internet Information Management; eg, Much
duplication; needless distribution info; congestion problems

Severity:

Time Frame:

Owner: DDN

Plan/Options:

- reconvene the group

- include regional NIC reps

- look at what info is needed

- look at what is duplicated

- create info "way stations"

-share tools; techniques

- keep general centers informed of who to hand off users to

- distribute data collection

- SRI-NIC acts as reference and replicates data strategically

Basic model - interlibrary loan system for traditional libraries;
everybody contributes; everybody wins; nobody pays too much or loots
the whole bill; some systems are shared others are translated; the
general NICs hand off to the specialized ones

Coordinate host liaison, host administrators, etc., by holding meetings;
getting input for net administrators

-6-.



IETF Internet Problem Deserlptlons

Problem Description:

Name Servers

(1) Get root servers off heavily loaded hosts

(2) See that name servers are well distributed

(3) Migration of name service to login hosts
(service then part of backbone service) and
(equipment maintained by backbone)

Severity: Medium

Time Frame: 6 months

Owner: DDN

Plan/Options:

(1) Can negotiate immediately to get servers off heavily loaded
hosts; evenly distributed throughout net

(2) NIC can coordinate Berkeley to get good BIND (UN]X/VAX version)
of domain service

(3) Bring NIC into BARNET so we are on NSF net

(4) Need more capacity in login hosts; needs $ but easy to solve

-7-



IETF Internet Problem Descriptions

Problem Description:

No organization exists to attend to problems which
transcend network boundaries, Internet O&M is not defined

Severity: High

Time Frame: Immediate

Owner: NSF/DARPA/NASA/DDN

Plan/Options:

(1) Define network and Internet O&M at next IETF

(2) Determine organization suitable to do O&M

(3) Draft RFC defining Internet O&M

-8-



IETF Internet Problem Deser|pt|ons

Problem Description:

IOP Facility in PSN 6 can drop messages. The current
IOP module in PSN Release 6 behaves very much like a gateway; if
an 1822 host sends messages faster than a standard X.25 host can
receive them, some percentage of the messages will be dropped. The
impact of this feature on future Internet performance shov~ld be
considered.

Severity: Low

Time Frame: (Next PSN Release)

Owner: DDN/BBN

Plan/Options:

a) Determine whether this feature will exist in future PSN releases.

b) If so, evaluate potential impact on Internet performance as
standard :X.25 gateways are more widely deployed.
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IETF Internet Problem Deser|pt|ons

Problem Description:

Lack of protocol testing is a severe problem in
gateways and hosts. Incompatible implementations abound.

Severity: High

Time Frame: Immediate

Owner: OSD/DCA

Plan/Options:

1) Accept the situation- ISO is coming anyway

2) Establish testing center(s) funded 

a) gov’t
b) vendors
c) private enterprise

3) If none of 2) can get funded then spend money on advertising
who the apparent "winners" are anyway; i.e., let the
marketplace decide



IETF Internet Problem Descriptions

Problem Description:

Networking research must continue into the forseeable future.
Should its operational base be TCP/IP or ISO? TCP/I~ is more
accessible for manipulation, but ISO will be more prevalent and
thus more realistic in terms of providing the problems to be

.researched. But will ISO implementations be "modifiable" for/by
researchers? and how will vendors track the research?

Severity: High

Time Frame: 5 years

Owner: IAB

Plan/Options: Establish a study group IETF to outline the l~roblem
and report to all interested, parties: gov’t, researchers, vendom,
users. While this looks like it overlaps with FCCSET, if they don’t
succeed in addressing it, the problem won’t disappear.
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IETF Internet Problem Descriptions

Problem Description:

Although several agencies have cross-country trunks, some
of these are seriously congested while others are unused.
Sharing of under-utilized trunking may help solve network
congestion.

Severity: ARPA 10
NASA 0
NSF 2

Time Frame: Immediate

Owner: IAB

Plan/Options: Interagency agreements? IRI?



IETF Internet Problem Descriptions

Problem Description:

Procedures for making changes in DDN and the
internet are too cumbersome; eg,

o Line-in/line-out coordination;
o line-at-a-time acquisition leasing wastes available leverage;
o new nodes, new hosts, additional circuits.

Severity: High

Time Frame: Immediate

Owner: DECCO

Plan/Options: Review of current administration procedures by
sponsoring agencies. Develop new management organization. Study
NASA trunking concept.
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IETF Internet Prob|em Descr|pt|ons

Problem Description:

Insufficient processing and memory capacity at some
some Arpanet PSNs. Several sites are either memory-
or CPU-bound because of the growth of users and gateways

Severity: High

Time Frame: Immediate

Owner: DDN

Plan/Options: Upgrade approporiate nodes from C3OE’s to C300’s. The
sites are

o SRI 51,
o ISI 27,
o RCC 5,
o W-IS 94



IETF Internet Problem Descrlptlons

Problem Description:

Insufficient cross-country bandwidth on ARPANET.
Highly utilized lines induce retransmissions
at the store and forward level resulting in long
delays for traffic between the two coasts. This
in turn increases the congestion and resource use
seen at the source and destination of the traffic.

Severity: High

Time Frame: Immediate

Owner: DDN

Plan/Options: Install 2 new cross-country links:
o MIT44- SRI151;
o ISI22- Columbia (APL)



IETF Internet Problem Descr|ptlons

Problem Description:

Internet audit trail/billing sharing

Severity: Low

Time Frame:

Owner: IAB

Plan/Options: This is probably part of larger Network Operations. Toward
this end

- We can share audit trail/billing system

- Cooperate in building a useful interagency billing
system

Make capacity planning reports available for
ARPANET, MILNET, etc.
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IETF Internet Problem Descrlpt|ons

Problem Description:

EGP

Severity: High

Time Frame: 6-12 Months

Owner: DDN/DARPA

Plan/Options: Draft of EGP2 by Jose Rodrigues (SDC) and Mike
StJohns (DDN) for next IETF
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IETF Internet Problem Descriptions

Problem Description:

EGP Topology Restrictions

A) Common metric

B) Core gateway computation load

c) Information hiding by cores leads to lost
information and suboptimal routes

D) Political restrictions- autonomy

Severity: High (very important to NSF)

Time Frame: Immediate

Owner: NSF/DARPA

Plan/Options:

1) Remove 3rd party routing restrictions

2) Increase base of trusted gateways/autonomous systems

Likeliest is new (unspecified) protocol
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IETF Internet Problem Descr|ptlons

Problem Description:

Gateway authentications

A) What’s a real gateway?

B) What routes can a gateway advertise?

Severity: Low

Time Frame: 2 years

Owner: OSD, IETF

Plan/Options: Non-authenticated gateways present denial-of-service
threats, as well as wiretapping traffic
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IETF Internet Problem Descr|ptlons

Problem Description:

Interior Gateway Protocol Problems; eg,

A) GGP traffic volume

B) GGP/EGP interactions

C) Common metrics, algorithmically converted
to EGP common metric

D) Current IGP’s not published (RIP, SPF, CISCO)

Severity: Medium

Time Frame: 12-24 Months

Owner: IETF, DDN, BBN

Plan/Options: 1. Document existing IGP’s

2. Define standard (suggested/example) IGP



IETF Internet Problem Deserlpt|ons

Problem Description:

Mail Bridges

1) Administrative restrictions/routing interactions

2) Name servers use Mail Bridges

Severity: Medium

Time Frame: 12 months

Owner: DDN

Plan/Options: When Mail Bridges are shut down to non-mail transit traffic,
there will be a furor aimed at DCA.
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IETF Internet Problem Descr|pt|ons

Problem Description:

Gateway Redirection

Intermediate gateway decides that an alternate route
is better, has no way to inform previous gateway.

Severity: Medium

Time Frame: 12-24 Months

Owner: DDN/DARPA

Plan/Options: Develop improved Internet routing/ICMP model.
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